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On February 17, 2022, Brittney Griner arrived in Moscow ready to spend the WNBA offseason playing for the Russian women’s basketball team where she had been the centerpiece of previous championship seasons. Instead, a security checkpoint became her gateway to hell when she was arrested for mistakenly carrying under one gram of medically prescribed hash oil. Brittney’s world was violently upended in a crisis she has never spoken in detail about publicly—until now.

In Coming Home, Brittney finally shares the harrowing details of her sudden arrest days before Russia invaded Ukraine. In haunting and vivid detail, Brittney takes readers inside the horrors of a geopolitical nightmare spanning ten months. And yet Coming Home is more than Brittney’s journey from captivity to freedom.

In an account as gripping as it is poignant, she shares how her deep love for Cherelle, her college sweetheart and wife of six years, anchored her during their greatest storm; how her family’s support pulled her back from the brink; and how hundreds of letters from friends and neighbors lent her resolve to keep fighting.

Coming Home is both a story of survival and a testament to love—the bonds that brought Brittney home to her family, and at last, to herself.
JUST ANNOUNCED FROM INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING SENSATION EMILY HENRY

Now in a stunning new hardcover package featuring a stamped case, illustrated endpapers, and stained edges: Emily Henry’s adult debut, which launched her onto the world stage as the reigning queen of romance.

Beach Read Deluxe Edition
9780593817414
$35.00 | HC | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 1, 2024

ALSO FROM EMILY HENRY:

Funny Story
9780593816486
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
APRIL 23, 2024

Happy Place
9780593817704
$12.50 | Int’l B | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AVAILABLE NOW

Happy Place
9780593638446
$17.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AVAILABLE NOW

Emily Henry: Happy Place Tote Bag
OUT OF PRINT
9780593779392
$10.50 net | Tote Bag | World
AVAILABLE NOW

Book Lovers
9780593334830
$11.00 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AVAILABLE NOW

People We Meet on Vacation
9781984806758
$11.00 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AVAILABLE NOW

Beach Read
9781984806734
$11.00 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AVAILABLE NOW

A Million Junes
9780448493978
$12.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction | Razorbill | World
AVAILABLE NOW
TOP TITLES OF SUMMER AND FALL
Just Announced!

We Who Wrestle with God
JORDAN B. PETERSON
A revolutionary new offering from Dr. Jordan B. Peterson, in which he analyzes the Biblical accounts of rebellion, sacrifice, suffering, and triumph that stabilize, inspire, and unite us culturally and psychologically.
9780593854013
$24.00 | Int’l C | Religion | Portfolio
US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 19, 2024

Lucky Loser
How Donald Trump Squandered His Father’s Fortune and Created the Illusion of Success
RUSS BUETTNER and SUSANNE CRAIG
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters behind the 2018 exposé of Donald Trump’s finances, comes an explosive investigation into Trump’s wealth, revealing how a man once too rich to fail became the biggest loser of all.
9780593834299
$21.00 | Int’l C | Biography & Autobiography | Penguin Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

On Call
ANTHONY FAUCI, M.D.
The memoir by the doctor who became a beacon of hope for millions through the COVID pandemic, and whose six-decade career in high-level public service put him in the room with seven presidents.
9780593657478
$36.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Viking | World
JUNE 18, 2024

The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store
JAMES McBRIE
Now in a smaller format! From James McBride, author of the bestselling Deacon King Kong and the National Book Award-winning The Good Lord Bird, a novel about small-town secrets and the people who keep them.
9780593854051
$12.50 | Int’l B | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 16, 2024

Hidden Potential
The Science of Achieving Greater Things
ADAM GRANT
Now in a smaller format! The bestselling author of Think Again and Originals explores how we can guide others and mold ourselves to surpass our supposed limits.
9780593512845
$12.50 | Int’l B | Business & Economics
Penguin Books | US, Canada, Open Mkt
DECEMBER 31, 2024

Character Limit
How Elon Musk Destroyed Twitter
KATE CONGER and RYAN MAC
Told for the first time, the full and shocking inside story of Elon Musk’s unprecedented hostile takeover of Twitter and the forty-four billion dollar deal’s seismic political and financial fallout.
9780593834282
$21.00 | Int’l C | Biography & Autobiography | Penguin Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store
A Novel
JAMES McBRIE
Now in a smaller format! From James McBride, author of the bestselling Deacon King Kong and the National Book Award-winning The Good Lord Bird, a novel about small-town secrets and the people who keep them.
9780593854051
$12.50 | Int’l B | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 16, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL
TOP TITLES OF FALL
Can’t Miss Top Titles

The Black Bird Oracle
A Novel
DEBORAH HARKNESS
Diana Bishop and Matthew de Clairmont are back in this highly anticipated 5th novel of the beloved bestselling All Souls series. Join Diana as she journeys to the darkest places within herself—and her family history.
9780593871461
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Ballantine Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X) No Singapore
JULY 16, 2024

The God of the Woods
A Novel
LIZ MOORE
A novel about a missing child that sends equal shockwaves through three very different worlds—an opulent summer estate, the rustic teen summer camp that operates in its shadow, and the blue collar community that serves them both.
9780593719701
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Entitlement
A Novel
RUMAAN ALAM
A taut thrill ride of a novel about money, morality, and madness, as one woman’s plan to improve the world and her life goes in a shocking direction, from the bestselling author of Leave the World Behind.
9780593854068
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

The City and Its Uncertain Walls
A Novel
HARUKI MURAKAMI
An upcoming book from Haruki Murakami with the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group.
9780593801970
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Knopf
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) (X)
NOVEMBER 26, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Five Brothers
PENELOPE DOUGLAS
One woman learns the secrets of the five Jaeger brothers in this steamy new romance and Berkley’s first original novel from New York Times bestselling author Penelope Douglas.
9780593816578
$12.50 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 30, 2024

The Bright Sword
A Novel of King Arthur
LEV GROSSMAN
The bestselling author of the Magicians trilogy returns with a reimagining of King Arthur’s legend for the new millennium. “For anyone who’s ever craved a seat at the Round Table. Utterly enchanting.” —Rebecca Yarros
9780593833568
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Viking
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 16, 2024
TOP TITLES OF FALL
Can’t Miss Top Titles

**The Book of Elsewhere**
A Novel
KEANU REEVES and CHINA MIÉVILLE
The legendary Keanu Reeves and inimitable writer China Miéville team up on this genre-bending epic of ancient powers, modern war, and an outcast who cannot die.

9780593972436
$20.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Del Rey
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) (X)
JULY 23, 2024

**Nexus**
A Brief History of Information Networks from the Stone Age to AI
YUVAL NOAH HARARI
From the author of Sapiens comes the groundbreaking story of how information networks have made and unmade, our world, taking us from the Stone Age, through early witch-hunts, to the resurgence of populism today.

9780593736814
$24.00 | Int’l C | History | Random House
US, Opn Mkt (no EU/CAN) (X)
JULY 23, 2024

**Into the Uncut Grass**
TREVOR NOAH
A poetic and witty illustrated fable about a young child’s journey to a magical world where, through encounters with fantastical creatures, he discovers lessons about how our differences can bring us together.

9780593729960
$26.00 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels
One World
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) (X)
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**Autocracy Inc.**
ANNE APPLEBAUM
From the Pulitzer-prize winning, New York Times bestselling author, an alarming account of how autocracies work together to undermine the democratic world, and how we should organize to defeat them.

9780385549936
$25.00 | HC | Political Science
Doubleday | US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

**On Freedom (EXP)**
TIMOTHY SNYDER
A brilliant exploration of freedom—what it is, how it’s been misunderstood, and why it’s our only chance for survival—by the acclaimed Yale historian and author of the #1 New York Times bestseller On Tyranny.

9780593799048
$21.00 | Int’l C | Political Science | Crown
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

**I Decided to Live as Me**
An Illustrated Checklist for How to Stop Comparing Yourself to Others So You Can Learn to Love Yourself
KIM SOO-HYUN; Translated by ANTON HUR
The million-copy internationally bestselling illustrated life guide about how to stop comparing yourself to others—especially on social media—and how to find the strength to be yourself.

9780143138228
$21.00 | HC | Self-Help | Penguin Life
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 19, 2024

Cover NOT FINAL
SECOND FORMAT
Same Book, New Format

**The Armor of Light**
A Novel
KEN FOLLETT
Now in a smaller format, the long-awaited sequel to *A Column of Fire*, which heralds a new dawn for Kingsbridge, where progress clashes with tradition and war in Europe engulfs the entire continent and beyond.

9780593512685
$9.99 | Intl | Fiction | Penguin Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 13, 2024

**The Vaster Wilds**
A Novel
LAUREN GROFF
Now in a smaller format, the taut and electrifying new novel from celebrated, bestselling author Lauren Groff, about one spirited girl alone in the wilderness trying to survive.

9780593852828
$12.00 | Intl | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**Hello Beautiful**
A Novel
ANN NAPOLITANO
Now in a smaller format! From the New York Times bestselling author of *Dear Edward* comes an emotionally layered and engrossing family story that asks: Can love make a broken person whole?

9780593733479
$12.50 | Intl | Fiction | The Dial Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 23, 2024

**Land of Milk and Honey**
A Novel
C PAM ZHANG
Now in a smaller format, the award-winning author of *How Much of These Hills is Gold* returns with a rapturous and revelatory novel about a chef whose discovery of pleasure alters her life and, indirectly, the world.

9780593852835
$9.99 | Intl | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 13, 2024

**The Coming Wave**
Technology, Power, and the Twenty-first Century’s Greatest Dilemma
MUSTAFA SULEYMAN with MICHAEL BHASKAR
An urgent warning of the unprecedented risks that a wave of fast-developing technologies poses to global order, and how we might contain them while we have the chance.

9780593800119
$14.00 | Intl | Technology & Engineering
Crown | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 1, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**Clear Thinking**
SHANE PARRISH
Few things will change your life as much as learning to think clearly. Through stories, mental models, and more, Parrish offers a guide for optimizing decision-making, gaining competitive advantage, and living a more intentional life.

9780593854020
$14.00 | Intl | Business & Economics
Portfolio | US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)
JULY 2, 2024
ADULT FICTION

The Season’s Best Fiction

Long Island Compromise
A Novel
TAFFY BRODESSER-AKNER
From the bestselling author of Fleishman Is in Trouble, comes an exhilarating novel about one American family, the dark moment that shatters their suburban paradise, and the wild rise of trauma and inheritance.
9780593243893
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Random House US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 9, 2024

The Night Ends with Fire
K.X. SONG
Infused with magic and romance, this sweeping fantasy adventure inspired by the legend of Mulan follows a young woman determined to choose her own destiny—even if that means going against everyone she loves.
9780593818459
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Ace
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 2, 2024

Witchcraft for Wayward Girls
GRADY HENDRIX
From the bestselling author of How to Sell a Haunted House, comes a brand-new horror novel set in Florida in the 1970s, that follows five young women in a home for unwed mothers who find a guide to witchcraft.
9780593818183
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JANUARY 14, 2025
COVER NOT FINAL

By Any Other Name
A Novel
JODI PICOULT
A captivating novel about two women, centuries apart, fighting to be heard—one of whom may be the real author of Shakespeare’s plays—from the New York Times bestselling author of Wish You Were Here.
9780593874714
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Ballantine Books
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) (X)
AUGUST 20, 2024

The World After Alice
A Novel
LAUREN ALIZA GREEN
For readers of The Paper Palace and Seating Arrangements, comes a gripping story of two families brought together to celebrate an unexpected marriage, twelve years after a devastating tragedy upended their lives.
9780593833551
$17.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Viking
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 2, 2024

Anyone’s Ghost
A Novel
AUGUST THOMPSON
An extraordinary debut in which the transforming love and friendship between two young men during one unforgettable teenage summer in New England haunts them into adulthood. For fans of Andre Aciman and Sally Rooney.
9780593833308
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Penguin Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 9, 2024
ADULT FICTION
The Season’s Best Fiction

Navola
A Novel
PAOLO BACIGALUPI
From the New York Times bestselling author of The WindUp Girl and The Water Knife comes a sweeping literary fantasy about the young scion from a ruling-class family who faces rebellion as he ascends to power.

9780593803462
$20.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Knopf
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 9, 2024

What Have You Done?
A Novel
SHARI LAPENA
Set in a small town where nothing ever happens, the body of a local girl lying in a hayfield kicks off another knockout domestic suspense novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Couple Next Door.

9780593833575
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Knopf Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 30, 2024

The Lost Story
A Novel
MEG SHAFFER
Inspired by C. S. Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia, this wild and wondrous novel is a fairy tale for grown-ups who still knock on the back of wardrobes—just in case—from the author of The Wishing Game.

9780593874707
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Ballantine Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 16, 2024

The Italy Letters
VI KHI NAO
A surreal, dream-like account of an achingly sensual love affair from a queer Vietnamese American novelist and cult favorite visionary writer Vi Khi Nao.

9781685891305
$18.99 | TR | Fiction | Melville House World
AUGUST 13, 2024

Tell Me Everything
A Novel
ELIZABETH STROUT
From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Elizabeth Strout comes a hopeful, healing novel about new friendships, old loves, and the very human desire to leave a mark on the world.

9780593446096
$21.00 | HC | Fiction | Random House
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024

The Seventh Veil of Salome
SILVIA MORENO-GARCIA
Set in 1950s Hollywood, a young woman wins the role of a lifetime in a film about a legendary heroine—but the real drama is behind the scenes in this sumptuous historical epic from the author of Mexican Gothic.

9780593871492
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Del Rey
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 16, 2024
ADULT FICTION

The Season's Best Fiction

_The Life Impossible_
_A Novel_
MATT HAIG
Grace Winters is a widow and retired math teacher whose life seems to be getting smaller. But when a long-lost friend dies in strange circumstances and leaves her a house in Ibiza, Grace’s solitary drastically changes.
9780593489277
$21.00 | HC | Fiction | Viking
US, Opn Mkt (no EU/CAN) (X) No Europe; No Singapore
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

_The Empusium_
_A Health Resort Horror Story_
OLGA TOKARCZUK; Translated by ANTONIA LLOYD-JONES
The Nobelist’s latest masterwork, set in a sanitarium on the eve of World War I, probes the horrors that lie beneath our most hallowed ideas. A brilliant blend of horror, comedy, folklore, and feminist parable.
9780593854082
$16.50 | Int’l C | Fiction | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

_The Third Realm_
_A Novel_
KARL OVE KNAUSGAARD
From bestselling author Karl Ove Knausgaard, comes an expansive, kaleidoscopic novel about human nature in the face of enormous change—and the warring impulses towards light and dark that live in all of us.
9780593655214
$21.00 | HC | Fiction | Penguin Press
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)
OCTOBER 1, 2024

_Mina’s Matchbox_
_A Novel_
YOKO OGAWA
From the award-winning author of _The Memory Police_, here is a hypnotic, introspective novel about an affluent Japanese family navigating buried secrets, and their young house guest who uncovers them.
9780593701935
$17.00 | Int’l PB | Fiction | Pantheon
US, Opn Mkt (no EU/CAN) (X)
AUGUST 13, 2024

_Banal Nightmare_
_A Novel_
HALLE BUTLER
Filled with complicated characters who will dazzle you in their rendering just as often as they will infuriate you with their decisions, Butler captures the volatile, surreal, and disorienting atmosphere of the modern era.
9780593733837
$16.50 | Int’l PB | Fiction | Random House
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 16, 2024

_Love Can’t Feed You_
_A Novel_
CHERRY LOU SY
A debut novel about intergenerational fractures and coming of age, following a young woman who immigrates to the U.S. from the Philippines and finds herself adrift between familial expectations and her own desires.
9780593474549
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Dutton
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 8, 2024
Love is in the Air

**Dishonestly Yours**
KRISTA and BECCA RITCHIE
Starting fresh is the only way Phoebe can escape a life of crime, but her best friend's older brother complicates honest dreams in this gripping new series from the authors of the Addicted series.

9780593549551
$11.50 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

**Counting Miracles**
NICHOLAS SPARKS
From the acclaimed author of The Longest Ride and The Notebook comes an emotional, powerful novel about wondering if we can change—or even make our peace with—the path we’ve taken.

9780593874721
$19.00 | Int’l PB | Fiction | Random House
US, OpenMkt(no EU/CAN) (X) No Europe
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**Joy**
DANIELLE STEEL
In this deeply moving novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel, a determined young woman must survive a series of abandonments to find a love that is worthy of her.

9780593498613
$20.00 | HC | Fiction | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024

**Triangle**
DANIELLE STEEL
A riveting new novel, featuring a love triangle, from Danielle Steel, whose countless #1 New York Times bestselling novels have made her one of America’s favorite storytellers.

9780593498552
$20.00 | HC | Fiction | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Trial by Fire**
DANIELLE STEEL
In this inspiring novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel, the life of a Parisian woman changes in a heartbeat when she’s trapped by wildfires in Napa Valley, California.

9780593498583
$20.00 | HC | Fiction | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 19, 2024

**What’s in a Kiss?**
LAUREN KATE
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren Kate comes an enemies-to-lovers “what if” romance about a prom kiss that never was, and one woman’s magical chance to live what might have been.

9780593545171
$12.50 | TR | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024
Totally and Completely Fine
A Novel
ELISSA SUSSMAN
From the bestselling author of Funny You Should Ask (and set in the same universe) comes an inspiring romance novel about honoring the past, living in the present, and loving for the future.
9780593725177
$13.00 | TR | Fiction | Dell
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

The Match
A Novel
SARAH ADAMS
Sometimes love finds you when you least expect it. From author Sarah Adams, an expanded edition of The Match—a charming romance novel about second chances and the healing power of love, with a never-before-seen chapter.
9780593871713
$14.00 | TR | Fiction | Dell
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

The Enemy
A Novel
SARAH ADAMS
Enemies should never get a second chance. But this one might… From author Sarah Adams, an expanded edition of The Enemy—a laugh-out-loud romance about rekindling old flames, with a never-before-seen chapter.
9780593871737
$14.00 | TR | Fiction | Dell
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 6, 2024

The Temporary Roomie
A Novel
SARAH ADAMS
No one said fair trade needed to be “fair.” From author Sarah Adams, an expanded edition of The Temporary Roomie—a witty and relatable romantic comedy about finding joy in the unexpected, with a never-before-seen chapter.
9780593871775
$12.50 | TR | Fiction | Dell
US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

Noy in My Book
A Novel
KATIE HOLT
The Hating Game meets Beach Read in this sexy and hilarious contemporary romance set in New York City from a debut Peruvian-Tennessean voice.
9781639109753
$18.99 | TR | Fiction | Alcove Press
World
DECEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
**ROMANCE**

**Love is in the Air**

*Lost and Lassoed*
A Rebel Blue Ranch Novel
LYLA SAGE
She thrives in chaos. He prefers routine. The only thing they have in common? How much they hate each other. From the author of *Done and Dusted* and *Swift and Saddled*, the next book in the Rebel Blue Ranch series.

9780593732458
$12.50 | TR | Fiction
Dial Press Trade Paperback
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

*Prime Time Romance*
A Novel
KATE ROBB
Is love on the small screen better than the real thing? A young divorcee finds herself in the ideal world of her favorite 2000s teen soap in this second-chance romantic comedy from the author of *This Spells Love*.

9780593596555
$11.50 | TR | Fiction
Dial Press Trade Paperback
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

*The Love of My Afterlife*
KIRSTY GREENWOOD
A recently deceased woman meets “the one” in the afterlife waiting room, scoring a second chance at life (and love!) if she can find him on earth before ten days are up.

9780593816134
$11.50 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, OpnMkt (no EU/CAN) (X) No Europe
JULY 2, 2024

*Business Casual*
B.K. BORISON
Two polar opposites will find out if one night together is enough to get each other out of their systems in the final book in the beloved Lovelight series, publishing as a Berkley original.

9780593732465
$12.50 | TR | Fiction
Dial Press Trade Paperback
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 16, 2024

*Lo Fi*
A Novel
LIZ RIGGS
In the sweaty music clubs and late-night house parties of Nashville, an aspiring songwriter tries to make friends, find love, and write songs—without losing herself. For fans of *Sweetbitter* and *High Fidelity*.

9780593714577
$29.00 | HC | Fiction | Riverhead Books
World
JULY 9, 2024

*Take Me Home*
MELANIE SWEENEY
An unplanned road trip back to a shared small town leads two frenemies to revisit their high school days. Could there be something more to the chemistry of their frenemy status than they thought?

9780593716090
$11.50 | TR | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 9, 2024
**ROMANCE**

### Love is in the Air

**Four Weekends and a Funeral**  
ELLIE PALMER  
The right guy at the dead wrong time. A tender, laugh-out-loud debut romance about a woman who ends up in over her head after a little white lie...  
9780593714300  
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons World  
AUGUST 6, 2024

**All I Want is You**  
FALON BALLARD  
Two rival authors—and exes—are thrown together just in time for the holidays in this delightful new romantic comedy from Falon Ballard, beloved author of Just My Type.  
9780593851845  
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons World  
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**The Holiday Honeymoon Switch**  
JULIA MCKAY  
A hilarious and heartfelt holiday rom-com about doppelganger best friends who trade one’s cabin Christmas vacation for the other’s Hawaiian honeymoon after she’s left at the altar, and both find love they weren’t expecting.  
9780593716281  
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons World except Canada  
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**Enemies to Lovers**  
LAURA JANE WILLIAMS  
From international bestselling author Laura Jane Williams, a riotous, trope-lover’s dream: an enemies-to-lovers, forced-proximity romance set during a summer vacation in Greece, for fans of Anyone but You.  
9780593719473  
$11.99 | TR | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons US, CAN, OpnMkt (no EU) (X) No Europe  
AUGUST 13, 2024

**Casket Case**  
A Novel  
LAUREN EVANS  
In this charming debut rom-com, a young woman returns home to run her family’s casket business and falls in love with a seemingly perfect stranger. But there’s just one problem... he works for Death.  
9780593873755  
$12.50 | TR | Fiction | Dell US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

**The Royals Upstairs**  
KARINA HALLE  
He’s the royal bodyguard to the Prince of Norway. She’s the royal nanny. They worked together before, but that ended badly. Newly reunited, there’s an annoyingly hot attraction between them—and it’s a royal pain.  
9780593334218  
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | Berkley World  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
ROMANCE

Love is in the Air

The Game Changer
LANA FERGUSON
A hockey player going through a very public breakup and his teammate’s sister, “the darling of baking,” shoot their shot in this steamy new romantic comedy by Lana Ferguson, bestselling author of The Nanny.
9780593816837
$12.99 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 9, 2024

A Christmas Duet
A Novel
DEBBIE MACOMBER
A solo holiday trip inspires one woman to rediscover her passion—and remember that, sometimes, duets are more fun—in this romantic Christmas novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Debbie Macomber.
9780593725337
$24.00 | HC | Fiction | Ballantine Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Make the Season Bright
ASHLEY HERRING BLAKE
After five years apart, two exes find themselves stuck at the same house for Christmas in this jolly holiday romance by Ashley Herring Blake, bestselling author of Iris Kelly Doesn’t Date.
9780593550595
$11.50 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Betrayal Road
CHRISTINE FEEHAN
What began as a setup quickly turns real. But no matter how hot they burn, Maestro’s betrayal could leave their hearts smoldering in the ashes... From #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan!
9780593638781
$9.99 | MM | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 20, 2024

Bull Moon Rising
RUBY DIXON
In a world of magical artifacts and fantastical beings, a woman determined to save her family joins forces with an unlikely partner in this captivating special hardcover edition of Ruby Dixon’s new steamy romantasy.
9780593820025
$19.00 | HC | Fiction | Ace World
OCTOBER 15, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Rise and Divine
LANA HARPER
To save both her town and the woman who loves her against all odds, a witch haunted by loss must reckon with her turbulent past, in the next magical romance in the Witches of Thistle Grove series.
9780593637982
$12.50 | TR | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 20, 2024
ROMANCE

Love is in the Air

A Werewolf’s Guide to Seducing a Vampire
SARAH HAWLEY
Ben Rosewood never meant to be bound to a vampire succubus, especially one as sexy-yet-terrifying as ELEANORA BETTENCOURT-DEVEREUX, but he has to admit there are some fang-tastic perks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9780593547960</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>US, Canada, Open Mkt</td>
<td>AUGUST 13, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Witch’s Guide to Magical Innkeeping
SANGU MANDANNA
An enchanting novel about a witch who has a second chance to get her magical powers—and her life—back on track, from the bestselling author of The Very Secret Society of Irregular Witches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9780593439371</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>US, Canada, Open Mkt</td>
<td>SEPTEMBER 10, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fang Fiction
KATE STAYMAN-LONDON
She’s out for adventure. He’s out for blood. Your favorite vampire novels are real and the sexy villain needs your help. Sink your teeth into this sweeping and empowering romance from the bestselling author of One to Watch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9780593729120</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Dial Press</td>
<td>worlds</td>
<td>OCTOBER 1, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lucy Undying: A Dracula Novel
KIERSTEN WHITE
In this epic and seductive gothic fantasy, a vampire escapes the thrall of Dracula and embarks on her own search for self-discovery and true love, from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Hide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9780593973806</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Del Rey</td>
<td>US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)</td>
<td>SEPTEMBER 10, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

My Vampire Plus-One
JENNA LEVINE
Nothing sucks more than falling in love with a vampire, in the next romance from the bestselling author of My Roommate Is a Vampire. Featuring the favorite trope of fake dating at a family wedding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9780593548936</td>
<td>$12.50</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>US, Canada, Open Mkt</td>
<td>SEPTEMBER 17, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One Year Ago in Spain
EVELYN SKYE
A woman must woo her lover’s soul back into his body to wake him from a coma—or risk losing him forever—in this moving novel from the author of Damsel and The Hundred Loves of Juliet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9780593499276</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Del Rey</td>
<td>US, Canada, Open Mkt</td>
<td>JULY 30, 2024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Book Your Next Event with PRH International

Are you a fan of author conversations? Maybe you’re inspired to create a panel of beloved romance authors. Whatever it is, we’re here to help find the right author for your event. These and many other Penguin Random House authors are now booking 2024 events!

Krystal Sutherland is the New York Times and indie bestselling author of House of Hollow, A Semi-Definitive List of Worst Nightmares and Our Chemical Hearts, which was adapted into a film by Amazon Studios. Her books have been published in more than twenty countries and nominated for the Carnegie Medal and YA Book Prize, among others. Originally from Australia, she has lived on four continents and currently calls London home.

Jiaming Tang is a queer immigrant writer. He holds an MFA from the University of Alabama and his writing has appeared in such publications as AGNI, LitHub, Joyland Magazine, The Masters Review, Epiphany Literary Magazine, and elsewhere. He is a Center for Fiction Emerging Writers Fellow and works in the editorial department at Scribner.


Porochista Khakpour was born in Tehran and raised in the Greater Los Angeles area. She is the critically acclaimed author of two novels, a memoir, and a collection of essays. She lives in New York City with her beloved partner and her elderly blue poodle Cosmo.

Chanel Miller is a writer and artist. Her memoir, Know My Name, was a New York Times bestseller, a New York Times Book Review Notable Book, and a winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award, the Dayton Literary Peace Prize, the Ridenhour Book Prize, and the California Book Award. It was also a best book of the year in Time, The Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, NPR, and People, among others. She was named one of the Forbes 30 Under 30 and a Time Next 100 honoree, and was a Glamour Woman of the Year honoree under her pseudonym Emily Doe. She has always dreamed of writing and illustrating children’s books.

Tiffany D. Jackson is the New York Times bestselling, award-winning author of YA novels Monday’s Not Coming, Allegedly, Let Me Hear A Rhyme, Grown, White Smoke, Santa in The City, The Weight of Blood, and co-author of Blackout and Whiteout: A Novel. A Coretta Scott King - John Steptoe New Talent Award-winner and the NAACP Image Award-nominee, she received her bachelor of arts in film from Howard University and has over a decade in TV/Film experience.

Contact your sales representative to get started booking your next Penguin Random House event!
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
Find Your Next Escape

Shoestring Theory
MARIANA COSTA
A queer, madcap, friends-to-lovers-to-enemies-to-lovers time travel romance with the future of the world at stake, this charming fantasy tale is sure to satisfy fans of Legends and Lattes by Travis Baldree.
9781915998194
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Angry Robot
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 8, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

A Dark and Drowning Tide
A Novel
ALLISON SAFT
A sharp-tongued folklorist must pair up with her academic rival to solve their mentor’s murder in this lush and enthralling sapphic fantasy romance from the bestselling author of A Far Wilder Magic.
9780593722343
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Inklore
World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

The Watkins Book of Urban Legends
GAIL DE LEGENDS
A comprehensive and entertaining collection of urban legends from around the world, with a history and analysis of the origin of each tale, compiled by a leading authority in the field.
9781786788559
$19.95 | HC | Fiction | Watkins Publishing
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Buried Deep and Other Stories
NAOMI NOVIK
A thrilling anthology of thirteen short stories that span the worlds of the New York Times bestselling author of the Scholomance Trilogy, including a sneak peek at the land where her next novel will be set.
9780593871478
$19.00 | Int'l PB | Fiction | Del Rey
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Under the Oak Tree: Volume 1 (Novel)
SUJI KIM
Most fairytale end with a wedding and a happily-ever-after—but this is no fairytale. The first volume of Suji Kim’s hit webnovel, now available in English print for the first time. Perfect for fans of MXTX and ACOTAR.
9780593871195
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Inklore
World
NOVEMBER 12, 2024

The Crimson Crown
HEATHER WALTER
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the greatest villain of them all? Snow White’s dark queen tells her side of the story in this queer, witchy re-imagining of the classic fairy tale from the author of Malice.
9780593598368
$21.00 | HC | Fiction | Del Rey
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 27, 2024
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
Find Your Next Escape

The Dragon
A Novel
DECKER GREEN
This is the survival story and Black superhero tale of one young woman who finds martial arts, while learning about the history of her ancient warrior bloodline.
9781954220768
$29.99 | HC | Fiction | Kingston Imperial World
JULY 9, 2024

We Shall Be Monsters
A Novel
ALYSSA WEES
A girl marked for death ventures into the wooded realm of the Fae to rescue her mother in this dark, lyrical fantasy about vengeful witches, beastly fathers, and the stories mothers tell to keep their daughters safe.
9780593357521
$18.99 | TR | Fiction | Del Rey
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 22, 2024

An Academy for Liars
ALEXIS HENDERSON
A student will find that the hardest lessons sometimes come outside the classroom in this stunning dark academia novel from the acclaimed author of The Year of the Witching. For fans of Babel and The Secret History.
9780593820018
$18.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Ace
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

The Dissonance
A Novel
SHAUN HAMILL
From the acclaimed author of A Cosmology of Monsters comes an epic contemporary fantasy, a mixture of The Magicians and It: A story of dark magic, terrible mistakes, and second chances.
9780593317259
$29.00 | HC | Fiction | Pantheon
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 23, 2024

Blood Over Bright Haven
M. L. WANG
A young woman aspires to become the first female mage at a prestigious magic school—only to discover that everything, especially magic, has a cost in this standalone dark fantasy from the author of The Sword of Kaigen.
9780593974063
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Del Rey
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Fear the Flames
A Novel
OLIVIA ROSE DARLING
An exiled princess teams up with the last man she thought she could trust in the start of an epic forbidden love fantasy romance series. For fans of Fourth Wing.
9780593873892
$28.99 | HC | Fiction | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
Find Your Next Escape

Demon's Bluff
Kim Harrison
What’s a witch to do when the coven of moral and ethical standards demands she untwist a curse—but an essential spell component no longer exists? There’s only one choice: go back in time. Next in the Hollows series.
9780593639986
$30.00 | HC | Fiction | Ace
World
OCTOBER 22, 2024

Nicked
M.T. Anderson
From the award-winning and bestselling author of Feed comes a raucous and slyly funny adult fiction debut, about the quest to steal the mystical bones of a long-dead saint.
9780593701607
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Pantheon
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X) No Singapore
JULY 23, 2024

What We Sacrifice for Magic
Andrea Jo Dewerd
A coming-of-age novel following three generations of witches in the 1960s, this enchanting and heartwarming debut explores the importance of family and the delight and heartbreak of discovering who you truly are.
9781639108756
$18.99 | TR | Fiction | Alcove Press
World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

The Republic of Salt
Ariel Kaplan
In this riveting sequel to The Pomegranate Gate, Toba, Naftaly, and their allies must defend a city under siege, while the desperate deals they’ve made begin to unravel around them.
97816456639986
$29.00 | HC | Fiction | Erewhon Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 22, 2024

The Teller of Small Fortunes
Julie Leong
A fortune teller finds an unexpected family—an ex-mercenary, a semi-reformed thief, a brilliant baker, and a smart cat—on her journeys in this heartwarming and charming fantasy debut.
9780593815915
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | Ace
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

This Great Hemisphere
Mateo Askaripour
A novel about a young woman—invisible by birth and relegated to second class citizenship—who sets off on a mission to find her brother, whom she had presumed dead but who is now the primary suspect in a high-profile murder.
9780593472347
$29.00 | HC | Fiction | Dutton
World
JULY 9, 2024
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
Find Your Next Escape

Star Wars: Mace Windu: The Glass Abyss
STEVEN BARNES
The Jedi are reeling from Qui-Gon Jinn’s death at the hands of a Sith. Jedi Master Mace Windu travels to a dangerous, remote planet on a mission that challenges even his deadly prowess—all to fulfill Qui-Gon’s last request.
9780593723432
$29.99 | HC | Fiction | Random House Worlds
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

Exodus: The Archimedes Engine
PETER F. HAMILTON
New from legendary author, Peter F. Hamilton, comes an epic, all-new science fiction world in this riveting novel that introduces the next major franchise and role-playing game from Archetype Entertainment.
9780593357668
$35.00 | HC | Fiction | Random House Worlds
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Queen B
The Story of Anne Boleyn, Witch Queen
JUNO DAWSON
This next spellbinding installment of this bestselling fantasy series takes us back to the reign of Henry VIII and the origins of Her Majesty’s Royal Coven under the beautiful, the bewitching, Anne Boleyn.
9780143138341
$18.00 | TR | Fiction | Penguin Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 23, 2024

The Last Witch in Edinburgh
MARIELLE THOMPSON
This book blends witchcraft, queer love, a vibrant Edinburgh setting, and Scottish folklore for a propulsive and emotional story exploring what it means to resist the patriarchy and find your voice.
9781496742643
$17.95 | TR | Fiction | Kensington World
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 20, 2024

Womb City
TLOTLO TSAMAASE
This genre-bending Africanfuturist horror novel is an adrenaline-packed, cyberpunk body-hopping ghost story exploring motherhood, memory, and a woman’s right to her own body.
9781645661016
$18.95 | TR | Fiction | Erewhon Books World (X)
DECEMBER 24, 2024

Exodus: The Archimedes Engine
PETER F. HAMILTON
New from legendary author, Peter F. Hamilton, comes an epic, all-new science fiction world in this riveting novel that introduces the next major franchise and role-playing game from Archetype Entertainment.
9780593357668
$35.00 | HC | Fiction | Random House Worlds
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Star Wars: Mace Windu: The Glass Abyss
STEVEN BARNES
The Jedi are reeling from Qui-Gon Jinn’s death at the hands of a Sith. Jedi Master Mace Windu travels to a dangerous, remote planet on a mission that challenges even his deadly prowess—all to fulfill Qui-Gon’s last request.
9780593723432
$29.99 | HC | Fiction | Random House Worlds
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

Exodus: The Archimedes Engine
PETER F. HAMILTON
New from legendary author, Peter F. Hamilton, comes an epic, all-new science fiction world in this riveting novel that introduces the next major franchise and role-playing game from Archetype Entertainment.
9780593357668
$35.00 | HC | Fiction | Random House Worlds
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024
Don’t Miss This Season’s Exciting New Products from Out of Print!

Out of Print is the premiere retailer of book-related merchandise, including t-shirts, totes, pins, socks, and more. Scan the QR code or contact your sales representative for the full range of products being distributed by Penguin Random House.

ABOUT OUT OF PRINT: Since 2010, Out of Print’s mission has been to spread the joy of reading by transforming literary classics into bookish apparel and accessories. Designed with readers in mind, our products feature iconic book cover artwork and literary references to delight bookworms of all ages. Our shirts, totes, socks, and accessories give readers a chance to wear their favorite stories and share their love of reading.
WOMEN FICTION

Family Ties

This Used to Be Us
A Novel
RENEE CARLINO
There are two sides to every love story—and every breakup. Get ready for an emotional roller coaster of family, marriage, and divorce that will have you laughing and crying, from the author of Before We Were Strangers.

9780593729281
$18.00 | TR | Fiction
Dial Press Trade Paperback | World
JULY 9, 2024

Dirty Diana
A Novel
JEN BESSER and SHANA FESTE
A delicious novel about a woman caught between the comfortable stability of her marriage and her memories of a more sensual past—the first book in a three-part series based on the #1 fiction podcast starring Demi Moore.

9780593447666
$12.50 | TR | Fiction
Dial Press Trade Paperback
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
DECEMBER 3, 2024

The Cliffs
A Novel
J. COURTNEY SULLIVAN
An enthralling novel of family, secrets, ghosts, and homecoming set on the seaside cliffs of Maine, by the bestselling author of Friends and Strangers.

9780593319154
$29.00 | HC | Fiction | Knopf
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 16, 2024

MYSTERY & THRILLER

Breaking the Dark
A Jessica Jones Marvel Crime Novel
LISA JEWELL
In her most imaginative novel yet, #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jewell launches the Marvel Crime series of thriller books for adults with an original story starring the private detective Jessica Jones.

9781368090124
$28.99 | HC | Fiction | Hyperion Avenue
World except UK/Ireland
JULY 2, 2024

Like Mother, Like Daughter
A Novel
KIMBERLY MCCREIGHT
From the New York Times bestselling author of Reconstructing Amelia: A daughter races to uncover the truth about her mother in the wake of her disappearance in this “breathless, shocking thriller” (Jodi Picoult).

9780593353642
$18.00 | HC | Fiction | Knopf
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 9, 2024

You Will Never Be Me
JESSE Q. SUTANTO
When cracks start forming in a social media influencer’s curated life, she finds out that jealousy is just as viral as a video in this riveting suspense novel by bestselling author Jesse Q. Sutanto.

97805933818472
$11.00 | Int’l PB | Fiction | Berkley
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 20, 2024
MYSTERY & THRILLER
Sleuth Season

**In Too Deep**
A Jack Reacher Novel
LEE CHILD and ANDREW CHILD
Reacher wakes up handcuffed to a bed in a makeshift hospital room. The people patching up his wounds plan to make him talk. Their plan is sure to backfire spectacularly in the gripping new Jack Reacher thriller.

9780525535768
$30.00 | HC | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**The Bourne Shadow**
Robert Ludlum’s
BRIAN FREEMAN
When secrets from Bourne’s past come to light, he may be the next thing that’s buried in this latest entry in the legendary New York Times bestselling series.

9780593716488
$30.00 | HC | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons
World
JULY 16, 2024

**The Serpent’s Eye**
Clive Cussler
ROBIN BURCELL
Husband and wife treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo face a new exciting adventure in the bestselling series by Clive Cussler, Grand Master of Adventure.

9780593419618
$19.00 | HC | Fiction | G.P. Putnam’s Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
MYSTERY & THRILLER

Sleuth Season

Clive Cussler
Untitled Oregon 18
MIKE MADER
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon are back in this explosive new adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. For readers of adventure thrillers and thrillers at sea.
9780593719244
$19.00 | HC | Fiction | G.P. Putnam's Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Stuart Woods'
Untitled Teddy Fay #7
BRETT BATTLES
Former CIA operative and popular character Teddy Fay returns for another exciting adventure in this latest installment in the New York Times bestselling series.
9780593331606
$30.00 | HC | Fiction | G.P. Putnam's Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 29, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Bad Liar
A Novel
TAMI HOAG
Tami Hoag is back! Old jealousies, fresh deceits, family loyalties gone wrong and love turned sour all lay a twisting trail that leads deep into the Louisiana swamp, endangering all who cross the path of a bad liar.
9781101985434
$30.00 | HC | Fiction | Dutton
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 29, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Pony Confidential
CHRISTINA LYNCH
A cranky, endearing pony discovers that the only human he's ever loved stands accused of a crime he knows she didn't commit and he's determined to save her by finding the real killer in this one-of-a-kind mystery.
9780593364036
$28.00 | HC | Fiction | Berkley
World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Summers End
JUNEAU BLACK
Delve into the dark world of academia and archaeology in this fifth installment of the Shady Hollow Mystery series, featuring everyone's favorite vulpine sleuth, Vera Vixen.
9780593470534
$17.00 | TR | Fiction | Vintage
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 9, 2024

What Time the Sexton's Spade Doth Rust
A Flavia de Luce Novel
ALAN BRADLEY
Amateur sleuth Flavia de Luce is back! In this adventure, she investigates, alongside her pestilent younger cousin, the murder of a former public hangman, uncovering secrets that bring the greatest shock of her life.
9780593724514
$34.00 | HC | Fiction | Bantam
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) (X)
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

JULY–DECEMBER 2024 INTERNATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
We Solve Murders
A Novel
RICHARD OSMAN
The first in a new series from the record-breaking phenomenon and globally bestselling author Richard Osman, starring a brand-new detective duo who partner up to solve international mysteries that nobody else can.

9780593653227
$20.00 | HC | Fiction
Pamela Dorman Books
US, CAN, OpnMkt (no EU) (X) No Europe; No Singapore
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Exposure
RAMONA EMERSON
In this spectacular sequel to National Book Award-longlisted Shutter, Navajo forensic photographer Rita Todacheene grapples with a fanatical serial killer—and the ghosts he leaves behind.

9781641294768
$27.95 | HC | Fiction
Pamela Dorman Books
US, CAN, OpnMkt (no EU) (X) No Europe; No Singapore
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Against the Grain
PETER LOVESEY
Detective Peter Diamond goes undercover at a seasonal festival in this delightful and bittersweet conclusion to the multi-award-winning, bestselling series.

9781641296151
$28.95 | HC | Fiction
Soho Crime
US, Canada, Open Mkt
DECEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

The Rivals
A Novel
JANE PEK
A prescient literary mystery about corporate espionage, family dynamics, and murder: the follow-up to Jane Pek’s “thoroughly modern twist on classic detective fiction,” The Verifiers (New York Times Book Review).

9780593470152
$18.00 | TR | Fiction
Vintage
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
DECEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

In the Lonely Hours
SHANNON MORGAN
In a bewitchingly melancholy, thrillingly modern ghost story, the new inhabitants of a centuries-old castle perched on a remote island in northwest Scotland must confront its tragic and terrifying history.

97816496743909
$17.95 | TR | Fiction
Kensington World
JULY 23, 2024

The Deading
NICHOLAS BELARDES
This is a harrowing dystopian novel about the downward spiral of a seaside town that becomes infected by a mysterious ocean-borne contagion.

9781646661290
$27.00 | HC | Fiction
Erewhon Books World
JULY 23, 2024
**MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**Sleuth Season**

**The Penguin Book of Demons**
Edited by SCOTT G. BRUCE
Drawing from millennia of religious traditions and world literature, this Penguin Classic follows supernatural creatures—and the humans who have hunted and been haunted by them—through accounts across cultures and continents.
9780143137863
$18.00 | TR | Fiction | Penguin Classics World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

**The Full Moon Coffee Shop**
A Novel
MAI MOCHIZUKI
Translated from the Japanese bestseller, this charming and magical novel, inspired by the myth of cats returning favors to those who care for them, reminds us that it’s never too late to follow our stars.
9780593937383
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | Ballantine Books
US, CAN, Open Mkt (no EU) No Europe
AUGUST 20, 2024

**A Sea of Unspoken Things**
A Novel
ADRIENNE YOUNG
A woman with clairvoyant abilities investigates her twin brother’s mysterious death in this atmospheric novel from the New York Times bestselling author of *Spells for Forgetting*.
9780593937390
$19.00 | Int’l C | Fiction | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 8, 2024

**WORLD VOICES**

**Too Great a Sky**
A Novel
LILIANA COROBCA
The story of the deportation of Romanians from Bukovina, an exercise in historical memory which demonstrates how to maintain humanity in impossible conditions.
9781644214176
$23.95 | TR | Fiction | Seven Stories Press World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**The Lost Boy of Santa Chionia**
A Novel
JULIET GRAMES
Translated from the Japanese bestseller, this charming and magical novel, inspired by the myth of cats returning favors to those who care for them, reminds us that it’s never too late to follow our stars.
9780593973783
$19.00 | It’l PB | Fiction | Ballantine Books
US, CAN, Open Mkt (no EU) No Europe
AUGUST 20, 2024

**There’s No Turning Back**
A Novel
ALBA DE CESPEDES
From the beloved author of *Forbidden Notebook* and *Her Side of the Story* comes a coming of age novel so subversive, it was banned by the Fascist regime when it was first published in 1938.
9781662602610
$26.00 | HC | Fiction | Astra House
US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 5, 2024
**WORLD VOICES**

**Travel The World Through Literature**

---

**The Coin**
A Novel
YASMIN ZAHER
A novel about a young Palestinian woman’s unraveling as she teaches at a New York City middle school, gets caught up in a scheme reselling Birkin bags, and strives to gain control over her body and mind.

**Berlin Atomized**
A Novel
JULIA KORNBERG
A globetrotting novel following three siblings, Jewish and downwardly-mobile, from 2001 to 2034, as they come of age against the major crises of the 21st century.

**Under the Eye of the Big Bird**
A Novel
HIROMI KAWAKAMI
From one of Japan’s most brilliant contemporary novelists, this speculative fiction masterpiece envisions an Earth where humans are nearing extinction.
WORLD VOICES
Travel The World Through Literature

Darkmotherland
SAMRAT UPADHYAY
From the author of Arresting God in Kathmandu comes an epic tale of love and betrayal and political violence set in the earthquake-ravaged country of Nepal that is at once familiar and dystopian.
9781641294720
$32.00 | HC | Fiction | Soho Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JANUARY 7, 2025

The Volcano Daughters
A Novel
GINA MARÍA BALIBRERA
A searingly original debut about two sisters raised in the shadow of El Salvador’s brutal dictator, El Gran Pendejo, and their flight from genocide, which takes them from Hollywood to Paris to cannery row.
9780593317235
$21.00 | HC | Fiction | Pantheon
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 20, 2024

Someone Like Us
A Novel
DINAW MENGESTU
The son of Ethiopian immigrants seeks to understand a hidden family history and uncovers a past colored by unexpected loss, addiction, and the enduring emotional pull toward home.
9780385350006
$24.00 | HC | Fiction | Knopf
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) (X)
JULY 30, 2024

Peggy
A Novel
REBECCA GODFREY
An engrossing novel of Peggy Guggenheim, a feminist icon for our times, who breaks every rule to become one of the most influential women in art—a page-turning story of ambition, creativity, sex, and sister rivalry.
9780385538282
$29.00 | HC | Fiction | Random House
US, Open Mkt (no CAN)
AUGUST 13, 2024

Great Fear on the Mountain
CHARLES FERDINAND RAMUZ
A haunting, allegorical Swiss masterpiece centered around a posse of villagers as they brave dark elements to ascend a mountain thicketed with lore.
9781953861825
$22.00 | TR | Fiction | Archipelago
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 23, 2024

Maria
A Novel of Maria von Trapp
MICHELLE MORAN
Maria von Trapp. You know the name and the iconic songs, but do you know her real story? This dramatic novel, based on the woman glamorized in The Sound of Music, brings Maria to life as never before.
9780593499481
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | Dell
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 30, 2024
HISTORICAL
Through the Years

Daughters of Bronze
A Novel of Troy
A. D. RHINE
In a sweeping epic, the most iconic moments of the Trojan War are told from the perspective of Andromache, Rhea, Helen, and Cassandra, driving A.D. Rhine’s retelling to its captivating conclusion.
9780593474808
$20.00 | TR | Fiction | Dutton
World
NOVEMBER 26, 2024

The Sound of a Thousand Stars
A Novel
RACHEL ROBBINS
In this sweeping historical debut, two Jewish physicists form an inseparable bond amidst fear and uncertainty while working on the mysterious Manhattan Project.
9781639108961
$29.99 | HC | Fiction | Alcove Press
World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Every Man Dies Alone
HANS FALLADA
The 15th Anniversary Edition of the international bestseller with a new Reading Group Guide. A deeply stirring story of two people standing up for what’s right, and for each other.
9781685891442
$22.99 | TR | Fiction | Melville House
World except UK/Ireland
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Orlando
(Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition)
VIRGINIA WOOLF; Foreword by ANDREYA LAWLOR; Introduction and Notes by SANDRA M. GILBERT; Edited by BRENDA LYONS
Virginia Woolf’s pioneering novel about a time-traveling sixteenth-century nobleman who wakes up in the body of a woman, with a new foreword by Andrea Lawlor, author of Paul Takes the Form of a Mortal Girl.
9780143138211
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | Penguin Classics
World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Men of Maize
MIGUEL ÁNGEL ASTURIAS;
Translated with an Introduction and Notes by GERALD MARTIN; Foreword by HÉCTOR TOBAR
The Nobel Prize-winning author of Mr. President’s visionary epic of ecological devastation and the collision of capitalist exploitation and indigenous wisdom, now available again for its 75th anniversary.
9780143138402
$20.00 | TR | Fiction | Penguin Classics
World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Steppenwolf
HERMANN HESSE; Foreword by MARLON JAMES; Translated with an Afterword by DAVID HORROCKS
Nobel Prize winner Hermann Hesse’s classic countercultural novel about the search for authenticity in an inauthentic world, in a new translation and featuring a foreword by Marlon James. Translated by David Horrocks.
9780143137825
$18.00 | TR | Fiction | Penguin Classics
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
LITERARY COLLECTIONS & POETRY
Assorted Literary Delights

The Penguin Book of Latina Writings
Edited with an Introduction by GABRIELA BAEZA VENTURA and CAROLINA VILLARROEL
A collection of writings by Latinas from the 1900s to 1960 that documents the presence of the Latina community in the U.S. and stands as a testament to the dismissal of their intellectual contributions to the nation.
9780143136927
$18.00 | TR | Literary Collections
Penguin Classics | World
NOVEMBER 12, 2024

For There Is Always Light
A Journal
AMANDA GORMAN
A stunning journal filled with rousing quotes and change-making inspiration from poet and activist Amanda Gorman’s bestsellers The Hill We Climb and Call Us What We Carry.
9780593796894
$18.99 | HC | Poetry | Clarkson Potter
World
OCTOBER 29, 2024

The Best Short Stories 2024
The O. Henry Prize Winners
Edited by AMOR TOWLES; JENNY MINTON QUIGLEY, Series Editor
The prestigious annual story anthology, now in its fourth year with guest editor Amor Towles, who has brought his own refreshing perspective to the prize.
9780593470619
$19.00 | TR | Fiction | Vintage
World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & BIOGRAPHY

What in Me Is Dark
The Revolutionary Afterlife of Paradise Lost
ORLANDO READE
A hybrid of biography, political history, and literary criticism, telling of the enduring relevance of Milton’s epic poem through the scandalous life of its creator and the lives that were influenced by it.
9781662602795
$28.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Astra House | US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 12, 2024

Untitled Memoir
LISA MARIE PRESLEY and RILEY KEOUGH
Born to an American myth and raised in the wilds of Graceland, Lisa Marie Presley was never truly understood until now. Taken from recordings made before her death and put on the page by her daughter, Riley Keough.
9780593733875
$21.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Random House | US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 15, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Village Voices
ODILE HELLIER
9781644213797
$22.95 | TR | Biography & Autobiography
Seven Stories Press
World except UK/Ireland
AUGUST 6, 2024
Fascinating Lives

The Use of Photography
ANNIE ERNAUX
An account of Annie Ernaux’s love affair with journalist Marc Marie while she was undergoing treatment for cancer, and their combined project to document images and memories.
9781644214138
$24.95 | TR | Biography & Autobiography
Seven Stories Press
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 1, 2024

The Road Is Good
How a Mother’s Strength Became a Daughter’s Purpose
UZO ADUBA
A powerful, timely memoir of Black immigrant identity, the story of an unforgettable matriarch, and a unique coming-of-age story by Nigerian American actress Uzo Aduba.
9780593299128
$29.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Viking | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Lucky Mud & Other Foma
A Field Guide to Kurt Vonnegut’s Environmentalism and Planetary Citizenship
CHRISTINA JARVIS
A fascinating deep dive into Kurt Vonnegut’s oeuvre and legacy, illuminating his unique perspective on environmental stewardship and our shared connections as humans, Earthlings, and stardust.
9781644213919
$22.95 | TR | Biography & Autobiography
Seven Stories Press
World except UK/Ireland
JULY 16, 2024

A Cup of Water Under My Bed
A Memoir
DAISY HERNÁNDEZ
A heartfelt collection that reckons with family, sexuality, and culture, A Cup of Water Under My Bed is a daughter’s story of becoming her own person, finding herself in community, and building a new queer life.
9780807017333
$18.00 | TR | Biography & Autobiography
Beacon Press | World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Leadership
Six Studies in World Strategy
HENRY KISSINGER
Henry Kissinger, consummate diplomat and statesman, examines the strategies of six great twentieth-century figures from around the globe and brings to life a unifying theory of leadership and diplomacy.
9780593489468
$16.50 | TR | Biography & Autobiography
Penguin Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 9, 2024

Sharks Don’t Sink
Adventures of a Rogue Shark Scientist
JASMIN GRAHAM
From a marine biologist and co-founder of Minorities in Shark Sciences, a powerful debut memoir: the uplifting story of a young Black scientist’s challenging journey to flourish outside the confines of academia.
9780593685259
$28.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Pantheon | World
JULY 16, 2024
**Fascinating Lives**

**World War II Memoirs: The European Theater (LOA #385)**
CHARLES B. MACDONALD, J. GLENN GRAY, MARY LEE SETTLE, ELMER BENDINER, JAMES HARDEN DAUGHERTY / ELIZABETH D. SAMET, Editor
On the 80th anniversary of the war’s end, five classic memoirs capture firsthand the shock, terror, and courage of the American fight against the Axis powers in Europe.

9781598537857
$45.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Library of America | World
NOVEMBER 12, 2024

**The Real Madrid Revolution**
How the World’s Most Successful Club Is Changing the Game—for Their Team and for Football
STEVEN G. MANDIS
Featuring behind-the-scenes coverage and expert analysis, this book gives fans an up close and personal look at one of the world’s most legendary teams during a major crossroads for the sport.

9781637745311
$21.95 | TR | Biography & Autobiography
BenBella Books | World
NOVEMBER 19, 2024

**Lovely One**
A Memoir
KETANJI BROWN JACKSON
Ketanji Brown Jackson, the first Black woman to ever be appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court, chronicles her life story and her extraordinary path to becoming a jurist on America’s highest court in this inspiring memoir.

9780593729908
$35.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Random House | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

**Kingmaker**
Pamela Harriman’s Astonishing Life of Power, Seduction, and Intrigue
SONIA PURNELL
From the award-winning author of A Woman of No Importance, a re-examination of Pamela Churchill Harriman, the daughter-in-law of Winston Churchill and one of the 20th century’s greatest unsung power players.

9780593297803
$35.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Viking | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
No Singapore
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

**We All Shine On**
John, Yoko, and Me
ELLIOIT MINTZ
A personal and revealing look at the last 10 years of John Lennon’s life and his partnership with Yoko Ono, written by the friend who knew them best, publicist and music industry insider Elliot Mintz.

9780593475553
$21.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Dutton | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 22, 2024

**The Name of This Band Is R.E.M.**
A Biography
PETER AMES CARLIN
An electrifying cultural biography of the greatest and last American rock band of the millennium, from New York Times bestselling music writer Peter Ames Carlin (Bruce and Paul McCartney: A Life).

9780385546942
$30.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Doubleday | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

**THE NAME OF THIS BAND IS R.E.M.**
A Biography
PETER AMES CARLIN
An electrifying cultural biography of the greatest and last American rock band of the millennium, from New York Times bestselling music writer Peter Ames Carlin (Bruce and Paul McCartney: A Life).

9780385546942
$30.00 | HC | Biography & Autobiography
Doubleday | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

**Cover Not Final**
BUSINESS

Insights From Business Leaders

**The Stoic Path to Wealth**
Ancient Wisdom for Enduring Prosperity
DARIUS FOROUX
Stoicism says if you can control your reactions and manage your emotions, you can achieve success. Investor Darius Foroux helps us apply those same principles to building wealth in the chaos of the modern-day markets.

9780593852255
$21.00 | Int’l C | Business & Economics
Portfolio | US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 16, 2024

**On the Edge**
How SuccessfulGamblers and Risk-Takers Think
NATE SILVER
The definitive guide to our era of risk. Taking us behind-the-scenes from casinos to hedge funds to effective altruist philanthropies, this is a deeply reported journey into a hidden world of powerbrokers and risk takers.

9780593833322
$21.00 | Int’l C | Business & Economics
Penguin Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024

**Leadership and Self-Deception, Fourth Edition**
The Secret to Transforming Relationships and Unleashing Results
THE ARBINGER INSTITUTE
This new edition provides perspective on healing our professional and personal relationships. Updated throughout with new material including an additional female protagonist, updated stories, and new content.

9781523006564
$19.95 | TR | Business & Economics
Berrett-Koehler Publishers | World
AUGUST 27, 2024

**The Obstacle Is the Way**
10th Anniversary Edition
The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph
RYAN HOLIDAY
Updated and expanded with a new introduction, new chapters, enhanced interior design, and a gorgeous new cover—the book that started it all is set to introduce a new generation of readers to the power of Stoicism.

9780593719916
$28.00 | HC | Business & Economics
Portfolio | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Likeable Badass**
The New Science of Successful Women
ALISON FRAGALE
Behavioral scientist Alison Fragale offers powerful new insights and a practical playbook for women to advance in any workplace, full of tips, tricks, and strategies to help secure that elusive corner office.

9780385551281
$21.00 | Int’l C | Business & Economics
Doubleday | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

**The Essentialism Planner**
A 90-Day Guide to Doing Less and Achieving More
GREG MCKEOWN
Learn how to be an Essentialist with this ninety-day planner that encourages you to do less and accomplish more in all areas of your life, based on the international bestseller Essentialism.

9780593578414
$20.00 | HC | Business & Economics
Clarkson Potter | US, Canada, Open Mkt
DECEMBER 3, 2024
BLOG
Insights From Business Leaders

The Hidden Globe
How Wealth Hacks the World
ATOSA ARAXIA ABRAHAMIAN
Borders draw one map of the world, money draws another. A journalist’s riveting account exposes a parallel universe exempt from the laws of the land, and how the wealthy and powerful benefit from it.
9780593854099
$30.00 | Int’l C | Business & Economics
Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Help Them Grow or Watch Them Go, Third Edition
Career Conversations Organizations Need and Employees Still Want
BEVERLY KAYE and JULIE WINKLE GIULIONI
This book includes advice on engagement and retention in today’s more flexible employment environment, a new chapter on remote and hybrid work, and a deeper discussion of career development in your organization.
9788890570253
$21.95 | TR | Business & Economics
Berrett-Koehler Publishers | World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Smart, Not Loud
How to Get Noticed at Work for All the Right Reasons
JESSICA CHEN
The definitive playbook you need to succeed in any workplace culture, no matter how loud. Armed with the right communication skills, Chen proves that you don’t have to lose yourself or your culture to level up at work.
9780593717684
$30.00 | HC | Business & Economics
Portfolio | World
JULY 9, 2024

Crypto Confidential
Winning and Losing Millions in the New Frontier of Finance
NATHANIEL ELIASON
A behind-the-scenes exposé of the bull runs and breakdowns, revealing how the crypto-sausage gets made. A story of getting rich, going broke, scamming and getting scammed, and of how to prepare for the next bull run.
9780593714041
$30.00 | HC | Business & Economics
Portfolio | World
JULY 9, 2024
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, & ENGINEERING

Full STEAM Ahead

The Inner Clock
Living in Sync with Our Circadian Rhythms
LYNNE PEEPLES
Circadian rhythms can have profound impacts on our health and well-being. Understanding the groundbreaking new science of re-syncing those rhythms will help us live healthier, happier, and more sustainable lives.
9780593854075
$21.00 | Int’l C | Science | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Life as No One Knows It
The Physics of Life’s Emergence
SARA IMARI WALKER
Physicist and astrobiologist Sara Imari Walker argues that solving the origin of life requires radical new thinking. The book culminates with the bold proposal of a new theory for identifying and classifying life.
9780593191897
$18.00 | HC | Science | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

Power Metal
The Race for the Resources That Will Shape the Future
VINCE BEISER
A gripping read and a sobering account of the crucial role that rare metals play in technology and energy and the global race to secure them for the future.
9780593541708
$32.00 | HC | Nature | Riverhead Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 19, 2024

Infinite Cosmos
Visions From the James Webb Space Telescope
Introduction by BRIAN GREENE; ETHAN SIEGEL
Infinite Cosmos showcases the revelations coming from the James Webb Space Telescope—the sharpest planetary vistas and the deepest views of the cosmos humankind has ever seen.
9781426223822
$50.00 | HC | Science
National Geographic | World
OCTOBER 8, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Serendipity
The Unexpected in Science
TELMO PIEVANI; Translated by MICHAEL GERARD KENYON
In Serendipity, the award-winning author of Imperfection Telmo Pievani returns to weave a compelling story about the unexpected in science and its fascinating role in our understanding of the world.
9780262049153
$26.95 | HC | Science | The MIT Press
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Daydreaming in the Solar System
Surfing Saturns Rings, Golfing on the Moon, and Other Adventures in Space Exploration
JOHN E. MOORES and JESSE ROGERSON; Illustrated by MICHELLE D. PARSONS; Foreword by ROBERT J. SAWYER
A thrilling journey through the solar system that merges imagination with hard science. Undertaking this interplanetary journey powered by hard science, there is no limit to where your daydreams can take you.
9780262049290
$32.95 | HC | Science | The MIT Press
World
OCTOBER 22, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
**Everything You Always Wanted to Know about ChatGPT**

**Large Language Models and the Future of AI**

TERRENCE J. SEJNOWSKI

An insightful exploration of Chat GPT and other advanced AI systems—how we got here, where we’re headed, and what it all means for how we interact with the world.

9780262049252

$22.95 | TR | Computers | The MIT Press

**WHEN**

OCTOBER 29, 2024

---

**The Nature of Code**

DANIEL SHIFFMAN

This beginner-friendly creative coding tutorial is designed to grow your skills in a fun, hands-on way as you build simulations of real-world phenomena.

9781718503700


**WHEN**

SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

---

**Why Machines Learn**

**The Elegant Math Behind Modern AI**

ANIL ANANTHASWAMY

A rich, narrative explanation of the mathematics that has brought us machine learning and the ongoing explosion of artificial intelligence, from an award-winning science writer.

9780593185742

$32.00 | HC | Computers | Dutton

US, Canada, Open Mkt

**WHEN**

JULY 16, 2024

---

**Tech Agnostic**

How Technology Became the World’s Most Powerful Religion, and Why It Desperately Needs a Reformation

GREG M. EPSTEIN

An urgently needed exploration of global technology worship, and a measured case for skepticism and agnosticism as a way of life, from the New York Times bestselling author of Good Without God.

9780262049207

$29.95 | HC | Technology & Engineering

The MIT Press | World

**WHEN**

OCTOBER 29, 2024

---

**What If We Get It Right?**

**Visions of Climate Futures**

AYANA ELIZABETH JOHNSON

A call to action to step away from climate hopelessness and toward a joyful future, offering real answers for the crucial question: what would it look like if we actually solved climate change?

9780593229361

$21.50 | HC | Science | One World

US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)

**WHEN**

JULY 16, 2024

---

**Trash Talk**

An Eye-Opening Exploration of Our Planet’s Dirtiest Problem

IRIS GOTTlieb

An eye-opening, illustrated look at something we often take for granted—our trash, and the systems in place that make it disappear (or not).

9780593712771

$18.00 | TR | Science | TarcherPerigee

World

**WHEN**

AUGUST 20, 2024
POLITICAL SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE & HISTORY

State of the World

**The Myth of American Idealism**
*How US Foreign Policy Endangers the World*
NOAM CHOMSKY and NATHAN J. ROBINSON
From one of the world’s most prominent thinkers, a warning of the threat that U.S. power poses to humanity’s future as well as a sharp indictment of both American foreign policy and the national myths that support it.

*9780593656327*
$21.00 | HC | Political Science
Penguin Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 8, 2024

**Cities Made Differently**
*DAVID GRAEBER and NIKAs DUBROVSKY*
Full of playful graphics, provocative questions, and curious facts, this book asks what makes a city and how we might make them differently. Fusing anthropology, literature, play, and drawing into a visual essay.

*9780262549332*
$19.95 | TR | Social Science
The MIT Press | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

**Nature, Culture, and Inequality**
*A Comparative and Historical Perspective*
THOMAS PIKETTY
The renowned economist and author of *Capital in the Twenty-First Century* distills his research on the history of inequality into an accessible, engaging guide to creating a fairer, more sustainable world.

*9781635424560*
$23.99 | HC | Social Science | Other Press
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

**Transformation**
*Ending Factory Farming Before It Ends Us*
LEAH GARCÉS
The story of factory farmers, rescued farm animals, and rural communities standing up to big corporations and constructing their own new world that will change the way we eat.

*9780807014905*
$28.95 | HC | Social Science
Beacon Press | World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

**The Darwinian Trap**
*The Hidden Evolutionary Forces That Explain Our World (and Threaten Our Future)*
KRISTIAN RÖNN
A provocative exploration of how humans are wired to seek short-term success at the expense of long-term survival—an “optimization trap” that explains everything from toxic workplaces to climate change.

*9780593594056*
$30.00 | HC | Social Science
Crown Currency | World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**A Greek Tragedy**
Twenty-Four Hours, a Deadly Shipwreck, and the Human Cost of the Refugee Crisis
JEANNE CARSTENSEN
A cross between Sheri Fink’s *Five Days at Memorial* and Rachel Slade’s *Into the Raging Sea*, the gripping and harrowing true story of the largest shipwreck of the biggest refugee crisis since WWII.

*9781662600913*
$29.00 | HC | Social Science | Astra House
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 8, 2024
Kindred Creation
Parables and Paradigms for Freedom
—Black worldmaking to reclaim our heritage and humanity
AIDA MARIAM DAVIS
This book offers a path home to an embodied African beingness: one that embraces sacred Black personhood against assimilation and colonization and shows that designing a future beyond survival is a necessary reclamation.
97808889841364
$19.95 | TR | Social Science
North Atlantic Books | World
DECEMBER 3, 2024

The Horse
A Galloping History of Humanity
TIMOTHY C. WINEGARD
An account of the horse’s relationship with the peoples of the world, as a mode of transportation, a means of farming, a companion, and a weapon of war, from the bestselling author of The Mosquito.
9780593186084
$35.00 | HC | History | Dutton
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)
JULY 30, 2024

Obituary
The Big Hot Book of Death
SPENCER HENRY and MADISON REYES
Shocking, macabre, hilarious, and moving, Obituary explores what death says about our humanity and the ways we choose to remember those we’ve lost. So go ahead, crack open the book—we know you’re dying to read.
9780593475287
$28.00 | HC | Social Science | Plume
World
AUGUST 20, 2024

Should We Go Extinct?
A Philosophical Dilemma for Our Unbearable Times
TODD MAY
Philosophical advisor to the hit NBC sitcom The Good Place contemplates the future of humanity—whether we should bring new humans into the world, or if the world would be better without us.
9780593798720
$24.00 | HC | Social Science | Crown
World
AUGUST 6, 2024

The Bookshop
A History of the American Bookstore
EVAN FRISS
An engaging history of the American bookstore, from department stores to indies, from highbrow dealers trading in first editions to sidewalk vendors, and from chains to special-interest community destinations.
9780593299920
$30.00 | HC | History | Viking
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

Hiroshima
The Last Witnesses
M. G. SHEFTALL
The first volume in a prize-worthy two-book series on each of the atomic bomb drops that ended the Pacific War, based on years of interviews with survivors, tells a story of incomprehensible devastation and resilience.
9780593472255
$36.00 | HC | History | Dutton
World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
**State of the World**

**Endurance**
The Discovery of Shackleton’s Legendary Ship  
JOHN SHEARS, NICO VINCENT  
This is the astonishing visual record of a legendary find: the wreck of Ernest Shackleton’s Endurance, located 10,000 feet below the ice in Antarctica’s Weddell Sea.  
9781426223839  
$50.00 | HC | History  
National Geographic | World  
NOVEMBER 5, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL

**How to Let Things Go**  
99 Tips from a Zen Buddhist Monk to Relinquish Control and Free Yourself Up for What Matters  
SHUNMYO MASUNO; Translated by ALLISON MARKIN POWELL  
Feeling overwhelmed? Step away from life’s mounting demands and free yourself up for what matters with this succinct and sensible guide by the Zen Buddhist author of the international bestseller *The Art of Simple Living*.  
9780143138136  
$19.00 | HC | Body, Mind & Spirit  
Penguin Life | US, Canada, Open Mkt  
NOVEMBER 12, 2024

**The Small and the Mighty**  
Twelve Unsung Americans Who Changed the Course of History  
SHARON McMAHON  
Written by America’s favorite government teacher comes the stories of twelve Americans—regular people with human foibles—whose extraordinary heroism in the face of mounting trials created the character of the country.  
9780593541678  
$32.00 | HC | History | Thesis  
World  
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL

**Being Peace**  
A timeless introduction to Thich Nhat Hanh’s most important teachings, this spiritual classic reveals the connection between peace in oneself and peace in the world.  
9781952692765  
$18.95 | TR | Body, Mind & Spirit  
Parallax Press | World (X)  
JULY 9, 2024

**The Sun My Heart**  
The Companion to The Miracle of Mindfulness  
THICH NHAT HANH  
The sequel to *Miracle of Mindfulness*. A “friend rather than a book,” this is a true spiritual classic with wisdom for deep reflection on daily life. The perfect introduction to Thich Nhat Hanh’s teachings.  
9781952692789  
$18.95 | TR | Body, Mind & Spirit  
Parallax Press | World (X)  
JULY 9, 2024
BODY, MIND, & SPIRIT

Refresh Your Energy

The Missing Witches Deck of Oracles
Feminist Ancestor Magic for Meditations, Divination, and Spellwork
RISA DICKENS and AMY TOROK
A beautiful and accessible oracle deck presenting 52 of history’s most inspiring witches. Including incredible stories, spellwork, and wisdom for inspiration, insight, and empowerment.
9781788898607
$19.95 | NT | Body, Mind & Spirit
North Atlantic Books | World
JULY 9, 2024

Every Little Thing You Do Is Magic Tarot
A 78-Card Deck and Guidebook
CALLIE LITTLE and MOOREA SEAL
This expressive 78-card tarot deck pulls the centuries-old divination practice into the modern age, focusing on mental health, mindfulness, and personal growth.
9780593580295
$24.00 | NT | Body, Mind & Spirit
Clarkson Potter | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Instructions for Living
A Deck of Daily Devotions
MARY OLIVER
Soak up award-winning poet Mary Oliver’s musings on living a fulfilling life with this beautifully illustrated deck of fifty cards meant to uplift and inspire wonder.
9780593580271
$19.99 | NT | Body, Mind & Spirit
Clarkson Potter | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

The Book of Forgotten Witches
Dark & Twisted Folklore Stories from Around the World
LILLA BOLECZ
A beautifully presented hardcover collection of folklore and stories of legendary and historical witches from all over the world, with over 80 stunning, spooky illustrations.
9781786789006
$24.95 | HC | Body, Mind & Spirit
Watkins Publishing
World except UK/Ireland
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Witch in Darkness
Magic When You Need It Most
KELLY-ANN MADDOX
Witch in Darkness guides readers through the concept of witchcraft as a life-saving, soul-nurturing practice to be reached for in the darkness and relied upon when all else has failed.
9781786786524
$24.95 | HC | Body, Mind & Spirit
Watkins Publishing
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 1, 2024

The Extraterrestrial Oracle
52 Divination Cards to Channel the Wisdom of the Aliens
URI GELLER
The first extraterrestrial-themed card deck by the one-and-only Uri Geller. 52 divination cards enable users to connect with aliens, answer any question, and develop their psychic powers.
9781786788897
$24.95 | NT | Body, Mind & Spirit
Watkins Publishing
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 8, 2024
Refresh Your Energy

**Sage Warrior**
VALERIE KAUR

A rallying cry filled with ancient Sikh wisdom for finding inner peace while fighting for what you believe in, with practices to implement in your own life—from the author of See No Stranger.

9780593448441
$28.00 | HC | Body, Mind & Spirit
One World | US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**The Story of the Buddha**
JOHN TARRANT

For readers of mythology, an original and introspective journey through the life of the Buddha accompanied by beautiful color illustrations and meditations.

9781645473138
$16.95 | TR | Religion | Shambhala
World
DECEMBER 3, 2024

**A Meditator’s Guide to Buddhism**
The Path of Awareness, Compassion, and Wisdom
CORTLAND DAHL

Though stress and anxiety abound, Buddhism offers a different way—a path right through our challenges and fears into connection with our innate awareness, compassion, and wisdom.

9781645470977
$21.95 | TR | Religion | Shambhala
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

**PERSONAL GROWTH**

**Start with Values**
How Your Values Determine Your Success (or Failure) in Life
BRAD HOOK

This book offers a unique, evidence-based, and highly practical exploration of the fundamental role that personal and collective values play in shaping our lives.

9781961293106
$18.00 | TR | Self-Help | Hatherleigh Press
World
NOVEMBER 26, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**The Four-Way Path**
A Guide to Purushartha and India’s Spiritual Traditions for a Life of Happiness, Success, and Purpose
HECTOR GARCÍA and FRANCESC MIRALLES;
Foreword by SHASHI THAROOR

An inspiring guide to achieving happiness through the ancient Hindu concept purushartha (pronounced poo-roo-shar-tuh), or the four ultimate goals of human life, by the bestselling authors of *Ikigai*.

9780593654507
$19.00 | HC | Self-Help | Penguin Life
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 27, 2024

**Joyful Productivity**
Redefine Productivity and Find Energy, Focus, and Flow in Your Days
SOPHIE CLIFF

In a world obsessed with hustle culture and constantly doing more, discover a new approach to productivity and ways to make time for the people and things you actually enjoy.

9781958803806
$26.95 | HC | Self-Help | Blue Star Press
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
PERSONAL GROWTH

New Year, Better You

Shame on You
How to Be a Woman in the Age of Mortification
MELISSA PETRO
In the spirit of Roxane Gay’s *Bad Feminist* comes a courageous, in-depth investigation into the modern epidemic of shame—what it is, why women are uniquely susceptible, and how we can shift the shame off our plates.
9780593714997
$29.00 | HC | Self-Help
G.P. Putnam’s Sons
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Directional Living
A Transformational Guide to Fulfillment in Work and Life
MEGAN HELLERER
A guide for creating a life of maximum fulfillment and purpose, by the “Conscious Career Coach,” whose program has helped hundreds of women find their career paths including Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.
9780593299272
$21.00 | HC | Self-Help | Penguin Life
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

How to Winter
Harnessing Your Mindset to Embrace All Seasons of Life
KARI LEIBOWITZ
A blend of mindset science, original research and cultural insights into cultivating a positive “wintertime mindset,” to cure winter blues and learn to find joy and comfort in dark times year-round.
9780593653753
$29.00 | HC | Self-Help | Penguin Life
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 22, 2024

Digital Dharma
How AI Can Elevate Spiritual Intelligence and Personal Well-Being
DEEPAK CHOPRA, MD
Deepak Chopra’s groundbreaking exploration of how to embrace artificial intelligence as a tool for both personal evolution and societal progress, resulting in a deeper understanding of human potential and awareness.
9780593797525
$28.00 | HC | Self-Help | Harmony World
DECEMBER 3, 2024

By Your Side
How to Find Soulful Allies and Become One to Others
DAVID RICHIO
A fascinating exploration of the “assisting force” archetype—with powerful tools and insights on how to find and work with the assisting forces in your life.
9781645473053
$18.95 | TR | Self-Help | Shambhala
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Every Little Thing You Do Is Magic
CALLIE LITTLE and MOOREA SEAL
Learn how to use tarot for radical self-love, personal reflection, and imbuing every day with magic in this vibrant, interactive guide to divination, co-created by the founder of The 52 Lists Project.
9780593580301
$15.99 | NT | Self-Help | Clarkson Potter World
AUGUST 6, 2024
PERSONAL GROWTH

New Year, Better You

How to Listen
THICH NHAT HANH
This book demonstrates how deep listening is paramount to solving pressing issues across the realms of global politics, interpersonal relationships, and our own hearts and minds.
9780984627110
$9.95 | TR | Self-Help | Parallax Press
World (X)
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Upworthy – GOOD PEOPLE
GABRIEL REILICH; LUCIA KNELL
This beautifully illustrated book features 101 stories of human decency from Upworthy, the beloved social media brand that reaches more than 100 million people per month.
9781426223464
$28.00 | HC | Self-Help
National Geographic | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

In Love and Trust
Letters from a Zen Master
THICH NHAT HANH
Experience Thich Nhat Hanh’s deep and direct expressions of love, connection, and wisdom through a new collection of the Zen master’s personal letters.
9781952692826
$15.95 | TR | Body, Mind & Spirit
Parallax Press | World (X)
OCTOBER 15, 2024

ARTS & CULTURE

Horror for Weenies
Everything You Need to Know About the Films You’re Too Scared to Watch
EMILY C. HUGHES
A smart, funny crash course in the horror movie canon for people who love getting the reference but hate being scared. Never get left out of the conversation again!
9781683694250
$17.99 | TR | Performing Arts
Quirk Books | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Movies with Balls
The Greatest Sports Films of All Time, Analyzed and Illustrated
KYLE BANDUJO and RICK BRYSON
This irreverent, balls-out celebration of the greatest matchups in sports movie history includes analysis, maps and diagrams, and designed memorabilia, perfect for movie buffs and sports fans.
9781683693758
$29.99 | HC | Performing Arts
Quirk Books | World
AUGUST 20, 2024

What’s Next
A Backstage Pass to The West Wing, Its Cast and Crew, and Its Enduring Legacy of Service
MELISSA FITZGERALD and MARY MCCORMACK; Foreword by AARON SORKIN; Introduction by ALLISON JANNEY
A behind-the-scenes look into the creation and legacy of one of TV’s most beloved shows: The West Wing, as told by actors Melissa Fitzgerald and Mary McCormack and spotlighting what made the show so great.
9780593184547
$31.00 | HC | Performing Arts | Dutton
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024
**ARTS & CULTURE**

**Express Yourself**

**Believe**
The Untold Story Behind Ted Lasso, the Show that Kicked Its Way into Our Hearts

JEREMY EGNER

The definitive book on the TV show Ted Lasso, written by the New York Times journalist who knows the cast and creators and shares what made the show such a cultural touchstone, award-winner, and fan favorite.

9780593476062

$32.00 | HC | Performing Arts | Dutton World

NOVEMBER 12, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL

**National Geographic World From Above**

JEFFREY KERBY

Gain a new perspective on this world and all that is in it in this gorgeous volume showcasing fascinating images, all taken from a perspective on high by some of the world’s most innovative photographers.

9781426223402

$45.00 | HC | Photography | National Geographic | World

OCTOBER 1, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL

**Coltrane**
The Definitive Visual Celebration of the Legend

Edited by RAVI COLTRANE

The definitive photographic celebration of John Coltrane’s life and music, featuring exclusive contributions written by Ravi Coltrane, Wayne Coyne, Dev Hynes, Phil Lesh, Julie Mehretu, Carlos Santana, and Patti Smith.

9781984858399

$50.00 | HC | Music | Ten Speed Press World

OCTOBER 15, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL

**FOOD & DRINK**

**Pass the Plate**

100 Delicious, Highly Shareable, Everyday Recipes: A Cookbook

CAROLINA GELEN

Wildly popular blogger and viral food influencer Carolina Gelen presents 100 crowd-pleasing, never hard, effortlessly delicious recipes for flavorful meals that showcase her carefree style.

9780593581872

$35.00 | HC | Cooking | Clarkson Potter

US, Canada, Open Mkt

SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**Justine Cooks: A Cookbook**

Recipes (Mostly Plants) for Finding Your Way in the Kitchen

JUSTINE DOIRON

Find your cooking style through 110 approachable and innovative plant-forward recipes from social media storyteller and food influencer Justine Snacks.

9780593582305

$35.00 | HC | Cooking | Clarkson Potter World

OCTOBER 29, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL

**Bake Club**

101 Must-Have Moves for Your Kitchen: A Cookbook

CHRISTINA TOSI and SHANNON SALZANO

A collection of 100-plus unfussy, oh-so-good sweet and savory recipes that are disarmingly doable yet show-stoppingly impressive from the bestselling author and founder of Milk Bar.

9780593802397

$35.00 | HC | Cooking | Knopf World

NOVEMBER 12, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL
FOOD & DRINK

Kitchen Essentials

Zoë Bakes Cookies
Everything You Need to Know to Make Your Favorite Cookies and Bars [A Baking Book]
ZOË FRANÇOIS
The expert baker and bestselling author behind Zoë Bakes Cakes and Zoë Bakes on the Magnolia Network takes us through her life with 75 cookies and bars from her Vermont roots and Midwestern living.
9781984860804
$30.00 | HC | Cooking | Ten Speed Press
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Good Housekeeping Holiday Cookies
THE EDITORS OF GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
There’s nothing better than a warm-from-the-oven cookie! Bake your best batch yet with 100 holiday cookie recipes that will come out perfect every time.
9781958395660
$19.99 | HC | Cooking | Hearst Home
World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

The Mediterranean Dish: Simply Dinner
More Than 120 Easy Mediterranean Diet-Inspired Recipes to Eat Well and Live Joyfully: A Cookbook
SUZY KARADSHEH
Mediterranean diet-friendly dinners that are tastier, healthier, and easier than ever with 130 fresh and hearty sheet pan, one-pot, and mezze mix-and-match meals from the bestselling author of The Mediterranean Dish.
9780593582121
$35.00 | HC | Cooking | Clarkson Potter
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Wafu Cooking
Everyday Recipes with Japanese Style: A Cookbook
SONOKO SAKAI
A bold, fresh new approach to Japanese cooking: 120-plus globally-influenced recipes—from the author of Japanese Home Cooking that reflects as much the author’s own journey as it does the foods of Japan.
97805933535271
$40.00 | HC | Cooking | Knopf
World
OCTOBER 1, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

America’s Test Kitchen Twenty-Fifth Anniversary TV Show Cookbook
500 Recipes That Changed the Way We Cook
AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN
Through 500 remarkable recipes, this landmark cookbook tells the story of the cooking show that changed the way people cook at home. Perfect for anyone looking for a luxe gift cookbook!
9781954210929
$45.00 | HC | Cooking | America’s Test Kitchen | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Martha’s 100 Favorite Recipes
Lessons and Stories from My Kitchen
MARtha STEWART
From timeless classics to contemporary delights, culinary icon Martha Stewart celebrates her 100th book with an intimate collection of 100 favorite recipes and the memories behind them.
9780593139202
$40.00 | HC | Cooking | Clarkson Potter
World
OCTOBER 22, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
FOOD & DRINK

Kitchen Essentials

How Not to Get Sick
A Cookbook and Guide to Prevent and Reverse Insulin Resistance, Lose Weight, and Fight Chronic Disease
BENJAMIN BIKMAN, PHD, and DIANA KEUILIAN
Prevent illness, reach your ideal weight, and feel better than ever with the ultimate cookbook and lifestyle guide companion to Why We Get Sick.
9781637744543
$26.95 | TR | Cooking | BenBella Books
World
JULY 9, 2024

Cooking My Way
More Than 100 Recipes for Easy, Healthy Food That Won’t Slow You Down: A Cookbook
MY NGUYEN
More than 100 simple, Vietnamese-influenced, veggie-forward recipes that crank up the flavor and help you stay healthy and active, from the creator of My Healthy Dish.
9780593580189
$32.50 | HC | Cooking | Rodale Books
World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

The New Whole30
The Definitive Plan to Transform Your Health, Habits, and Relationship with Food
MELISSA URBAN
Whole30 co-creator and New York Times #1 bestselling author Melissa Urban’s new Whole30 plan and cookbook for total health and food freedom, with a completely upgraded and improved philosophy and 100+ new recipes.
9780593328934
$35.00 | HC | Health & Fitness | Rodale Books
World except Canada
AUGUST 6, 2024

Big Vegan Flavor
Techniques and 150 Recipes to Master Vegan Cooking
NISHA VORA
A groundbreaking and comprehensive “vegan flavor bible”—with 150 must-make recipes—from the wildly popular home cook and creator behind Rainbow Plant Life. This is like Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat, but all plant-based.
9780593328934
$45.00 | HC | Cooking | Avery
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Nature’s Candy
Timeless and Inventive Recipes for Creating and Baking with Candied Fruit
CAMILLA WYNNE
The definitive cookbook for candying fruit and baking with it, filled with delicious, beautiful, and surprisingly uncomplicated recipes from Master Preserver Camilla Wynne.
9780525612681
$30.00 | HC | Cooking | Appetite by Random House
World
OCTOBER 22, 2024

The Spice Collector’s Cookbook
Collected family recipes from Gujarat to Genoa
VINA PATEL
Vina Patel’s favourite hobby is travelling to find her family’s next favorite dish, and in this book she shares her best 80 tried-and-tested recipes from her adventures around the world.
9781848994294
$30.00 | HC | Cooking | Nourish
World except UK/Ireland
NOVEMBER 12, 2024

JULY–DECEMBER 2024 INTERNATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
FOOD & DRINK

Kitchen Essentials

Outlander Cocktails
The Official Drinks Guide
Inspired by the Series
JIM SHY FREEMAN, with Food Recipes by REBECCAH MARSTERS; Foreword by DIANA GABALDON
Travel back in time, drinking and eating your way through the Scottish Highlands and the New World in this cookbook featuring recipes inspired by the Outlander Book series.
9781984862396
$32.00 | HC | Cooking
Random House Worlds | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Puncheons & Flagon
The Official Dungeons & Dragons Cocktail Book (A Cocktail and Mocktail Recipe Book)
ANDREW WHEELER, OFFICIAL DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LICENSED
Complement any game night with 75 deliciously clever Dungeons & Dragons-themed cocktails and bar bites to sustain any group of players for any time of day.
9781984862525
$29.99 | HC | Cooking | Ten Speed Press World (X)
AUGUST 27, 2024

Turkuaz Kitchen
75 Recipes for Savory and Sweet Doughs
BETUL TUNÇ
In her first cookbook, social media star and baker Betül Tunc of Turkuaz Kitchen shows us how to create sweet and savory doughs and offers 75 recipes on how to use them in main meals and desserts.
9781984862228
$35.00 | HC | Cooking | Ten Speed Press World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

GAMES, ACTIVITIES, & COLORING BOOKS

The Chess Deck
50 Cards for Mastering the Basics
LEVY ROZMAN
Learn about chess tactics and test your skills with this 52-card deck from the New York Times bestselling author of How to Win at Chess, International Master and YouTube's top chess teacher Levy Rozman.
9780593580141
$22.00 | NT | Games & Activities
Clarkson Potter | World
OCTOBER 22, 2024

Worlds & Realms (Dungeons & Dragons)
A Journey Through 50 Years of D&D Settings
ADAM LEE and OFFICIAL DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LICENSED
Celebrate 50 years of D&D with this illustrated overview of the settings that have captivated players for decades.
9780593583500
$50.00 | HC | Games & Activities
Ten Speed Press | World (X)
OCTOBER 29, 2024

The Book of Concealment (Dungeons & Dragons)
A Game Screen and Journal in One
OFFICIAL DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LICENSED
For any Dungeons & Dragons player, this officially licensed and beautifully illustrated Dungeons & Dragons journal features gridded pages and a hardcover case that doubles as a privacy game screen.
9780593580721
$24.00 | NT | Games & Activities
Clarkson Potter | World
AUGUST 13, 2024
**Work Hard, Play Harder**

**Very Hungry Coloring Placemats**

40 Activity Sheets to Color  
ERIC CARLE  
Bring the fun to mealtime with this set of 40 interactive coloring placemats that make dinner a drawing adventure, featuring black-and-white line art from beloved author and illustrator Eric Carle.  
9780593582404  
$14.99 | NT | Juvenile Nonfiction  
Clarksone Potter | World (X)  
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL

**Outlander Trivia: A Card Game**  
200 Questions and Answers to Test Your Knowledge  
Diana Gabaldon  
Whether you’re a casual reader or a series superfan, test your knowledge of the Outlander books with this 200-card trivia game from Diana Gabaldon.  
9780593581407  
$24.99 | NT | Games & Activities  
Random House Worlds | World  
AUGUST 6, 2024

**Magical Worlds**  
An Enchanted Coloring Adventure  
Johanna Basford  
From the bestselling “Queen of Coloring,” comes a gorgeous new coloring book that explores fairy-tale worlds, faraway lands, enchanted castles, and intricate magical vistas.  
9780143138358  
$18.00 | TR | Games & Activities  
Penguin Life | US, Canada, Open Mkt  
OCTOBER 22, 2024

**Tarot of the Divine Stickerology**  
Tarot Stickers Featuring Deities, Folklore, and Fairy Tales from Around the World  
Yoshi Yoshitani  
1,000+ vibrant stickers featuring the rich, symbolic artwork from Tarot of the Divine, a tarot deck with global influence and unparalleled style.  
9780593588162  
$15.99 | NT | Games & Activities  
Clarksone Potter | World  
AUGUST 13, 2024

**Mimic Treasure Chest Notebook Set (Dungeons & Dragons)**  
OFFICIAL DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LICENSED  
This officially licensed Dungeons & Dragons Mimic Treasure Chest Notebook Set includes five 4 x 6-inch blank notebooks in a keepsake clamshell box designed to look like the 5th-edition monster.  
9780593580745  
$27.99 | NT | Games & Activities  
Clarksone Potter | World  
AUGUST 13, 2024

**Tubby Nugget’s Tearable Book**  
Comics, Compliments, and Cheer to Tear and Share With Your Loved Ones  
Jenine Pastores and Josh Jackson  
Based on the wildly popular and widely shared social media sensation, a customizable collection of adorably sincere messages to tear out and share with friends.  
9780593716902  
$18.00 | TR | Games & Activities  
Tarcher Perigee | World  
OCTOBER 1, 2024
GAMES, ACTIVITIES, & COLORING BOOKS

Work Hard, Play Harder

Mindful Coloring
45 Mantras to Color and Contemplate: A Mindfulness Coloring Book
DEEPAK CHOPRA
Color your way to mindfulness with this immersive coloring book featuring 45 illuminated mantras and detailed mandalas from New York Times bestselling author and master of meditation Deepak Chopra.

9780593580110
$18.00 | TR | Games & Activities
Clarkson Potter | World
JULY 23, 2024

Doodletopia
A Coloring Book
VEXX
From the artist behind Creatopia and Mythotopia, the next coloring book from YouTube star and Instagram artist Vexx, featuring surreal imaginary creatures and places.

9780593713389
$18.00 | TR | Games & Activities
TarcherPerigee | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

GIFT

Paper Boat
New and Selected Poems: 1961-2023
MARGARET ATWOOD
Tracing the legacy of Margaret Atwood—a writer who has fundamentally shaped the contemporary literary landscapes—Paper Boat assembles Atwood’s most vital poems in one essential volume.

9780593802649
$30.00 | HC | Poetry | Knopf
US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)
OCTOBER 8, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

In Your Feels
A Journal to Work Out Your Emotions
EMILY EDLYNN, PHD;
Foreword by MARISA LASCALA
This colorful illustrated journal for ages 8 to 12 helps kids manage stress and anxiety and build confidence with fifty fun writing and drawing prompts.

9781950785933
$19.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
Hearst Home Kids | World
AUGUST 20, 2024

Rebel Girls Cook
100+ Kid-Tested Recipes YOU Can Make, Share, and Enjoy!
REBEL GIRLS
With 100 kid-tested recipes, the first cookbook from the creators of the New York Times bestseller Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls empowers beginning cooks and young chefs-in-training to take charge in the kitchen.

9780593835579
$28.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction
Ten Speed Press
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 8, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
**Final Fantasy VII Remake: Material Ultimania Plus**

STUDIO BENTSTUFF, DIGITAL HEARTS, SQUARE ENIX

An encyclopedic collection of art and information from the global hit game Final Fantasy VII Remake Intergrade, presented in a deluxe, full-color, hardcover volume.

9781646091768

$39.99 | HC | Art | Square Enix Books

World

AUGUST 20, 2024

---

**The Very Special Baby Book**

A Record of Your Baby’s First Year Baby Keepsake Book with Milestone Stickers ERIC CARLE

Cherish every moment of your child’s very special first year in this keepsake baby book, featuring beloved characters like the Very Hungry Caterpillar and friends.

9780593796801

$24.95 | NT | Family & Relationships

Clarkson Potter | World

SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

---

**Cats of the World**

HANNAH SHAW and ANDREW MARTTILA

Hannah Shaw (Kitten Lady), famed kitten rescuer with 4 million social media followers, and Andrew Marttila, professional cat photographer, journey to over 25 countries to bring you cats from every corner of the world.

9780593183113

$30.00 | HC | Pets | Plume

World

OCTOBER 29, 2024

---

**Subpar Planet**

The World’s Most Celebrated Landmarks and Their Most Disappointed Visitors AMBER SHARE

Travel around the globe with spectacular full-page illustrations and detailed but hilarious descriptions—including travelers’ most candidly blunt reviews—of some of the world’s most amazing destinations.

9780593473160

$30.00 | HC | Humor | Plume

World

OCTOBER 1, 2024

---

**Taylor Swift**

Text by BEATRICE FORMAN, MAURA JOHNSTON, SCOTT RAAB & ANNIE ZALESKI

The perfect pocket-sized hardcover gift book for Swifties of all ages packed with 100+ photos of Taylor’s fascinating and fun life and extraordinary achievements.

9781958395684

$22.00 | HC | Music | Hearst Home

World

OCTOBER 1, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL

---

**Grand Prix**

An Illustrated History of Formula 1 WILL BUXTON

A thrilling illustrated history of Formula 1, from its fascinating origins to the top drivers of the twentieth century and today, by a celebrated motorsports broadcaster and star of Formula 1: Drive to Survive.

9781984863249

$29.99 | HC | Sports & Recreation

Ten Speed Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt

AUGUST 13, 2024
‘Tis the Season

The Home Edit: Ready, Set, Organize!
A Guide to Editing Your Space, Expressing Your Style, and Getting Things Done
CLEA SHEARER and JOANNA TEPLIN
From the founders of The Home Edit comes a book for young organizers, teaching them how to keep every space of theirs organized—from the closet and under the bed to the desk, locker, bookbag, and more.
9780593713221
$19.99 | HC | House & Home
Clarkson Potter | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

The Secret History of Sharks
The Rise of the Ocean’s Most Fearsome Predators
JOHN LONG
From ancient megalodons to fearsome great whites, this is the complete, untold story of how sharks emerged as Earth’s ultimate survivors, by a world-leading paleontologist.
9780593598078
$35.00 | HC | Nature
Ballantine Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 2, 2024

Math Mind
The Simple Path to Loving Math
SHALINEE SHARMA
With instructive line drawings throughout, bust the math myths that are holding you and your kids back and learn the joys of numeracy with this one-of-a-kind resource for parents, educators, and policymakers.
9780593543504
$28.00 | HC | Education
Avery
World
AUGUST 6, 2024

A Reader’s Journal
Read, Remember, and Reflect On Your Favorite Books
BOOKISHLY
Record and reflect on your favorite reads. Filled with pages to log book info, questions to reflect on, and favorite literary quotes, this is the ultimate illustrated companion for those who love to curl up with a good read.
9780593713310
$18.00 | Journal | Self-Help
TarcherPerigee | World
JULY 16, 2024

Burn After Writing Expanded Edition
SHARON JONES
Now with 16 pages of new questions—the phenomenally popular secret journal filled with private prompts for personal reflection, self-exploration, and fueling creativity.
9780593543078
$18.00 | TR | Self-Help
TarcherPerigee
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Cult Following
The Extreme Sects That Capture Our Imaginations—and Take Over Our Lives
J. W. OCKER
From the author of Cursed Objects and The United States of Cryptids, comes an eye-popping compendium of the most infamous, audacious, and dangerous cults in history.
9781683694120
$19.99 | HC | Religion
Quirk Books
World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

The Secret History of Sharks
The Rise of the Ocean’s Most Fearsome Predators
JOHN LONG
From ancient megalodons to fearsome great whites, this is the complete, untold story of how sharks emerged as Earth’s ultimate survivors, by a world-leading paleontologist.
9780593598078
$35.00 | HC | Nature
Ballantine Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
JULY 2, 2024

Math Mind
The Simple Path to Loving Math
SHALINEE SHARMA
With instructive line drawings throughout, bust the math myths that are holding you and your kids back and learn the joys of numeracy with this one-of-a-kind resource for parents, educators, and policymakers.
9780593543504
$28.00 | HC | Education
Avery
World
AUGUST 6, 2024
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JULY 16, 2024
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OCTOBER 1, 2024
**My Travel Journal**
A Travel Keepsake Journal to Record Your Vacations, Adventures, and Experiences Abroad
KORIE HEROLD
Whether it's a short weekend getaway or your dream international vacation, never forget a moment of your travels with this elegant travel journal from bestselling author and artist Korie Herold.

97819563183023
$19.95 | HC | Self-Help | Blue Star Press World
**OCTOBER 1, 2024**

**The HISTORY Channel**
This Day in History For Kids
1001 Remarkable Moments and Fascinating Facts
DAN BOVA and THE EDITORS OF HISTORY CHANNEL
A great gift for an up-and-coming history buff and an engaging resource for the classroom, this book offers a fresh twist on history, looking into the past and letting you recall your own.

9781958395790
$25.00 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction
Hearst Home Kids | World
**MARCH 5, 2024**

**Star Wars: Someone Who Loves You**
BETH REVIS
Celebrate Star Wars’ most iconic couple with this giftable illustrated book perfect for weddings, Valentine’s Day, or just because it’s time to exchange an “I love you,” “I know.”

9781368070393
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 6-8 years
Disney Lucasfilm Press
World except AU/NZ
**DECEMBER 3, 2024**
COVER NOT FINAL
Wattpad’s vision is to entertain and connect the world through stories. A leading webnovel platform and home to a community of 90* million people who spend over 26 billion minutes a month engaged in original stories, Wattpad has democratized storytelling for a new generation of diverse Gen Z writers and their fans. Alongside Wattpad WEBTOON Studios, the company’s TV, film, and publishing counterparts, Wattpad combines art and science to unearth incredible stories and cultivate the fandoms driving the future of entertainment. The company is proudly based in Toronto, Canada.

Please see your sales representative for more information!
Stunning Words & Images

Batman: Hush: DC Compact Comics Edition
JEPH LOEB
Graphic novels to read anywhere: DC Compact Comics collect DC’s best-selling, most iconic stories in a new size! Batman faces the most intense case of his life as secrets from his past flood into the present!
9781779527264
$9.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Batman and Robin Vol. 1
JOSHUA WILLIAMSON
The Dynamic Duo are back and better than ever! When a new threat turns Gotham City into an urban jungle, father and son must team-up to save the city in an exciting new era.
9781779527004
$19.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
AUGUST 6, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Wonder Woman: Earth One: DC Compact Comics Edition
GRANT MORRISON
Diana yearned to leave the only home she knew behind for adventures that laid beyond its shores. Now, after a fateful meeting with Air Force pilot Steve Trevor, the Amazon Warrior finds herself in Man’s World.
9781779527332
$9.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Harley Quinn & the Gotham City Sirens: DC Compact Comics Edition
PAUL DINI
Catwoman, Poison Ivy and Harley Quinn are tired of playing by other peoples’ rules regardless of which side of the law they’re on. They have a new agenda that’s all their own.
9781779527301
$9.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Harley Quinn Vol. 1: Girl in a Crisis
TINI HOWARD
When Harley Quinn finds out she’s been cursed, she’ll need to use magic and travel the Multiverse and deal with... cartoon fish and higher beings?!?
9781779528230
$19.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Joker: DC Compact Comics Edition
BRIAN AZZARELLO
Batman’s greatest nemesis reaches new levels of complexity and intensity in this uniquely crafted story from the New York Times bestselling and Eisner Award-winning team of Brian Azzarello and Lee Bermejo.
9781779527318
$9.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
GRAPHIC NOVELS

Stunning Words & Images

**Birds of Prey Vol. 1**
KELLY THOMPSON
The Birds of Prey are back, breaking hearts and breaking faces with the most intimidating lineup in team history—including Black Canary and Harley Quinn!
9781779525581
$19.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
AUGUST 20, 2024

**Titans: Beast World**
TOM TAYLOR
In DC’s first-ever Titans-centric crossover, can the fan-favorite heroes save the world from their teammate as shape-shifting chaos is released across the globe?
9781779528124
$24.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
DC Comics | World
AUGUST 20, 2024

**Star Wars: Thrawn Alliance**
TIMOTHY ZAHN
From award-winning author Timothy Zahn, return to the saga of Grand Admiral Thrawn with the comic-book adaptation of the hit novel Thrawn: Alliances!
9781302918002
$15.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Marvel Comics | World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**The Moon & Serpent Bumper Book of Magic**
ALAN MOORE
The most acclaimed writer in comics history, Alan Moore, joins his late mentor Steve Moore (no relation) for one last graphic grimoire: a sprawling and stunning introduction to magic.
9781603095501
$49.99 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels
Top Shelf Productions
World except UK/Ireland
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Lore Olympus: Volume Seven**
RACHEL SMYTHE
Scandalous gossip, wild parties, and forbidden love—the Greek tale of Hades and Persephone continues in episodes 153 to 179 of the Eisner Award-winning Lore Olympus, including a brand new bonus short story!
9780593871973
$21.00 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Inklore | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Ultimate Spider-Man**
JONATHON HICKMAN
Visionary writer Jonathan Hickman (House of X/Powers of X) and acclaimed artist Marco Checchetto (Daredevil) unite to bring you a bold new take on Spider-Man, at the dawn of the reimagined Ultimate Universe!
9781302957292
$19.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Marvel Comics | World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
GRAPHIC NOVELS

Stunning Words & Images

Godzilla’s 70th Anniversary
VARIOUS
Celebrating 70 years of Godzilla! Since 1954, Godzilla has been King of the Monsters, and what better way to celebrate than a gigantic anthology of tales that get to the heart of Godzilla’s lasting popularity?

9798887241494
$29.99 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels
IDW Publishing | World (X)
OCTOBER 22, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Cthulhu Cat
Written and Illustrated by PANDANIA;
Translated by ZACK DAVISSON;
Lettered by STEVE DUTRO.
Maybe he shouldn’t have meddled with kittens beyond human comprehension —after all, it had tentacles where its whiskers should have been! But it’s too late!

9781506744179
$14.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Dark Horse Manga | World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Star Trek: Lower Decks—Warp Your Own Way
RYAN NORTH, CHRIS FENOGLIO
Warp into the action with Star Trek’s first-ever interactive original graphic novel! Something is definitely off. It’s up to you to discover! Based on the hit show.

9798887241548
$24.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
IDW Publishing | World (X)
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Tokyo Revengers: A Letter from Keisuke Baji Vol. 1
KEN WAKUI; Illustrated by YUKINORI NATSUKAWAGUCHI
The untold story of two of Toman’s toughest officers is revealed in this all-new Tokyo Revengers tale! And don’t miss the full series, available in 2-volume omnibus releases in print!

9798887241524
$14.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Seven Seas | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: IDW Sourcebook
PATRICK EHLERS
Spanning over 14 years and 250 issues, from the ongoing series to multiple mini-series, IDW’s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles universe makes up a world full of unforgettable characters, storylines, and locations!

9798887240862
$59.99 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels
IDW Publishing | World (X) Limited Rights
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Sleeping Beauties: Deluxe Remastered Edition (Graphic Novel)
OWEN KING, STEPHEN KING, RIO YOURES; ALISON SAMPSON
The official graphic novel adaptation of the horror novel by Stephen King and Owen King provides a haunting interpretation of the chilling, timely bestseller.

9798887241535
$33.99 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels
IDW Publishing | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**Stunning Words & Images**

---

**The Witcher: Classic Collection**

*Original Stories by ANDRZEJ SAPKOWSKI; Story Adaptations by MACIEJ PAROWSKI; Art by BOGUSLAW POLCH*

This collection includes the six-issue comic series originally released in 1993–1995. Explore the very first visual depictions of Geralt and the world of The Witcher, now available in English!

*9781506744001*

$29.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels

Kodansha Comics | World

DECEMBER 17, 2024

---

**No Love Zone Vol. 1**

*DANBI*

The full-color Boys’ Love webtoon/manhwa (comic) comes to English print for the first time! Don’t miss this Mature-rated rom-com about a friendly office worker and his handsome (but tyrannical) boss!

*9798888431269*

$21.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels

Kodansha Comics | World

AUGUST 6, 2024

---

**Deadpool**

*CODY ZIGLER*

Deadpool is back in action with all the chaos and silliness that makes him just so darn lovable—as an explosive new era for the Merc with a Mouth begins! Perfect for fans of the new movie!

*9781302958893*

$17.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels

Marvel Comics | World

OCTOBER 29, 2024

---

**My Dress-Up Darling: Official Anime Fanbook**

*SHINICHI FUKUDA*

Fall deeper in love with the My Dress-Up Darling anime through this premium collection of art and trivia! A must-have for fans of the sweet and spicy rom-com that took the world by storm!

*9781646092857*

$24.99 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels

Square Enix Books | World

AUGUST 20, 2024

---

**Under the Oak Tree: Volume 1 (Comic)**

*SUJI KIM; Illustrated by P; Adapted by NAMU*

Most fairy tales end with a wedding and a happily-ever-after—but this is no fairy tale. The first comic volume of the official webcomic based on the hit webnovel by Suji Kim.

*9780593871287*

$29.99 | HC | Comics & Graphic Novels

Inklore | World

SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

---

**Versus 1**

*Script by ONE; Art by KYOUTAROU AZUMA; Story by BOSE*

The long-awaited action epic from ONE, the author of One-Punch Man and Mob Psycho 100! For readers looking for an unusual mix of fantasy and science fiction, where technology meets magic in an unusual mix.

*9788888771372*

$13.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels

Kodansha Comics | World

OCTOBER 15, 2024

---

**Deadpool**

*CODY ZIGLER*

Deadpool is back in action with all the chaos and silliness that makes him just so darn lovable—as an explosive new era for the Merc with a Mouth begins! Perfect for fans of the new movie!

*9781302958893*

$17.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels

Marvel Comics | World

OCTOBER 29, 2024

COVER NOT FINAL
Wolverine: Madripoor Knights  
CHRIS CLAREMONT  
Industry titan Chris Claremont revisits one of his most famous classic stories to reunite Wolverine, Captain America and Black Widow in the pirate city of Madripoor.

9781302952242  
$15.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels  
Marvel Comics | World  
OCTOBER 1, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL

The Strange Tales of Oscar Zahn, Volume 1 [A Graphic Novel]  
TRI VTUONG  
Follow the misadventures of the world’s greatest paranormal investigator, featuring an exclusive prologue, epilogue, and behind-the-scenes content from the creator of the popular webcomic.

97819884863287  
$22.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels  
Ten Speed Graphic | World  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Cherry Blossoms After Winter: Volume 1  
BAMWOO  
Despite growing up together, these childhood friends have grown apart. The fan-favorite boys love manhwa turned K-drama comes to print for the first time with full color illustrations throughout.

9780593870938  
$20.00 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels  
Inklore | World  
NOVEMBER 26, 2024

Thousand Autumns: Qian Qiu (Novel) Vol. 5  
MENG XI SHI, Cover Art and Illustrations by ME.MIMO; Translated by FAELICY  
The beloved danmei/Boys’ Love wuxia series from China that inspired the donghua (animated series) streaming in English! The Seven Seas English-language edition will include exclusive covers and interior illustrations.

9781638589464  
$19.99 | TR | Fiction | Seven Seas  
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)  
JULY 9, 2024

Peerless: Wushuang (Novel) Vol. 1  
MENG XI SHI  
This danmei series originally released in Chinese—and coming to the English language for the first time—is set in the universe of the author’s other popular novel and animated series Thousand Autumns: Qian Qiu!

9789888843818  
$19.99 | TR | Fiction | Seven Seas  
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)  
JULY 30, 2024

Nothing Special, Volume Two Concerning Wings (A Graphic Novel)  
KATIE COOK  
Follow Callie, Declan, Lasser, and Radish as they embark on a new adventure in the second installment of the hit Webtoon series Nothing Special, featuring new, exclusive behind-the-scenes material.

9781988486286  
$22.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels  
Ten Speed Graphic | World  
OCTOBER 8, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Stunning Words & Images

**My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999 Volume 3**
MASHIRO
Love level-up in progress... The third volume of the award-winning manga that inspired the anime My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999. Includes chapters 20-30.
9781984862716
$12.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Inklore | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

**My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999 Volume 4**
MASHIRO
Could this be love? The fourth volume of the award-winning manga that inspired the anime My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999. Includes chapters 31-40.
9781984862723
$12.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Inklore | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999 Volume 5**
MASHIRO
From gamer friends to boyfriend and girlfriend. The fifth volume of the award-winning manga that inspired the anime My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999. Includes chapters 41-50.
9781984862730
$12.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Inklore | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
DECEMBER 3, 2024

**Blue Period 15**
TSUBASA YAMAGUCHI
Winner of the 2020 Manga Taisho Grand Prize! A striking manga about the struggles and rewards of a life dedicated to art. Now a hit anime and for fans of Yamaguchi’s previous manga She and Her Cat!
9788888770290
$12.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Kodansha Comics | World
AUGUST 20, 2024

**Blue Lock: Episode Nagi 1**
KOTA SANNOMIYA;
Character Designs by YUSUKE NOMURA
How does a listless slacker who thinks everything’s a huge pain turn into one of Blue Lock’s top scorers? Find out in this prequel to the hit soccer manga and anime. Anime movie releasing in Japan in April 2024!
9788888771754
$13.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Kodansha Comics | World (X)
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**Blue Lock 14**
Story by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO;
Art by YUSUKE NOMURA
A mad young coach gathers soccer players to compete in a series of bizarre challenges in a high-tech colosseum he calls Blue Lock. It’s a no-balls-barred battle to become Japan’s next top striker. Anime airing now!
9781646516711
$12.99 | TR | Comics & Graphic Novels
Kodansha Comics | World
AUGUST 27, 2024
GRAPHIC NOVELS
Gorgeous Comics & Graphic Novels for Children

The Last Kids on Earth: The Graphic Novel
MAX BRALLIER, Illustrated by BRIAN CHURILLA
The first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Last Kids on Earth series—now in graphic novel form!
9780593622179
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Viking Books for Young Readers
World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

Dr. Seuss Graphic Novel: The Grinch Takes a Vacation
A Grinch Story
KAETI VANDORN
He’s a little mean, definitely green, and now Dr. Seuss’s beloved and iconic character, The Grinch, is starring in his very own chapter book graphic novel! Everyone’s favorite holiday grump is back in a brand-new adventure!
9780593703069
$10.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 5-8 years
Random House Graphic
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Sunset of the Sabertooth Graphic Novel
MARY POPE OSBORNE;
Adapted by JENNY LAIRD
Magic. Mystery. Time-travel. Get whisked away to the Ice Age on a frozen adventure with brother-and-sister team Jack and Annie in the #1 bestselling chapter book series, now available as graphic novels!
9780593706008
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 6-9 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Spider-Gwen: Into the Unknown
TBA
Spider-Geddon rocks Gwen Stacy’s world! What can she do to stop the Inheritors from wreaking havoc across the Web of Life and Destiny? Gwen Stacy embraces her new superhero identity: the sensational Ghost-Spider!
9781302956950
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 10-14 years
Outreach/New Reader | World
AUGUST 13, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

The House of Hades: the Graphic Novel
Heroes of Olympus, Book 4
RICK RIORDAN, ROBERT VENDITTI
The fourth exciting entry in Rick Riordan’s bestselling Heroes of Olympus series is now a graphic novel! The stakes are higher than ever in this adventure that dives into the depths of Tartarus.
9781368092661
$14.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Disney Hyperion
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Shock City
AARON ALEXOVICH
Milo (shy and anxious) and Sunny (a peppy young monster) join forces to save the town from Darkness Von Shock. This unlikely friend pair is Finding Nemo’s Marlin and Dory meets Tim Burton in a darkly humorous graphic novel!
9780593528129
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
GRAPHIC NOVELS

Gorgeous Comics & Graphic Novels for Children

Nell of Gumbling: My Extremely Tiny Forest Adventure
EMMA STEINKELLNER
From the bestselling author of The Okay Witch comes another adventure from a twelve-year-old girl living an ordinary life in a magical land. Will an epically enchanted camping trip gone wrong...turn out fantastically right?
9780593570739
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Dial Books | US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Katie the Catsby: The Purfect Plan
(A Graphic Novel)
COLLEEN AF VENABLE; Illustrated by STEPHANIE YUE
Katie the Catsby is back, and this time she may need the help of an...elephant? This fun, bestselling, girl—and cat—power graphic novel series is perfect for fans of Sweet Valley Twins and the Babysitters Club!
9780593570401
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Random House Graphic | World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Turning Twelve
(A Graphic Novel)
KATHRYN ORMSBEE; Illustrated by MOLLY BROOKS
Turning 12 means big changes for Katie—first bra, first time babysitting, and a first crush that she knows not everyone will approve of. A pitch-perfect coming-of-age novel, set in the same universe as Growing Pangs.
9780593650073
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Random House Graphic | World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

The Night Librarian
CHRISTOPHER LINCOLN
Night at the Museum meets The Land of Stories in this thrilling graphic novel series in which two siblings, a mysterious Night Librarian, and a motley cast of book characters try to save the New York Public Library.
9780593617663
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Dial Books | US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 30, 2024

Meesh the Bad Demon #2: The Secret of the Fang
(A Graphic Novel)
MICHALLE LAM
Meesh the Bad Demon is no stranger to saving the world—but she never thought she’d have to do it twice! Can she defeat the darkness once and for all in this sequel of epic proportions?
9780593372906
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Knopf Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 23, 2024

The Stupendous Switcheroo #3: Can’t Go Home Again
MARY WINN HEIDER and CHAD SELL
In this third installment of the highly-illustrated series, can the Stupendous Switcheroo change his fate from #1 undesirable prisoner to top student at the Valor Innovations Academy?
9780593427361
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Knopf Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X) No SG
NOVEMBER 12, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**Gorgeous Comics & Graphic Novels for Children**

---

**A Babymouse Flip Book: THRILLS! (Queen of the World + Our Hero)**

(A Graphic Novel)

JENNIFER L. HOLM; Illustrated by MATTHEW HOLM

2 comics in 1! For the first time in full-color! Flip out with Babymouse in this typically thrill-tastic oversized edition for young readers that includes the first two adventures: *Queen of the World* and *Our Hero*!

9780593810071

$14.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 7-10 years
Random House Graphic

DECEMBER 3, 2024

---

**Kitty Quest: Phantom Frenzy**

PHIL CORBETT

The fourth book in the funny graphic series for younger readers, featuring a heroic team of cats! Perfect for fans of *Dog Man* and *The Investigators*!

9780593619872

$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 7-10 years
Razorbill | US, Canada, Open Mkt

OCTOBER 8, 2024

---

**Tig and Lily: Up Late!**

(A Graphic Novel)

DAN THOMPSON

Join Tig, a house cat with tiger-sized dreams, and his best buddy (and actual tiger) Lily on an adventure to beat the bedtime scaries! This graphic novel is purr-fect for beginner readers transitioning to chapter books.

9780593486344

$10.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 5-8 years
Random House Graphic | World

JULY 16, 2024

---

**Pizza and Taco: Best Christmas Ever!**

(A Graphic Novel)

STEPHEN SHASKAN

Have Pizza and Taco been naughty or nice? These foodie besties are getting ready for the BEST CHRISTMAS EVER in this hilarious graphic novel chapter book!

9780593703496

$10.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 5-8 years
Random House Graphic | World

OCTOBER 1, 2024

---

**Pencil & Eraser: We Have a Dull-Emma!**

JENNY ALVARADO

Fans of Narwhal and Jelly and Pizza and Taco, prepare to meet your new favorite duo! This hilarious new early-reader graphic novel series follows the adventures of two best friend school supplies: Pencil and Eraser!

9780593699768

$12.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 5-8 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World

SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

---

**Cookie & Broccoli: Scariest Halloween Ever!**

BOB MAHON

This Halloween, best friends Cookie and Broccoli revel in funny tricks and sweet treats in this early graphic novel that’s all about the true meaning of bravery and not judging others before you get to know them.

9780593530016

$8.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction | 4-8 years
Dial Books | World

AUGUST 13, 2024
GRAPHIC NOVELS

Gorgeous Comics & Graphic Novels for Children

Stephen Curry #1
JOSH BYCEL and RICH KORSON; Illustrated by DAMION SCOTT
The first official graphic novel from NBA superstar Stephen Curry, who overcame the odds to become one of the greatest basketball players of all time!
9780593382462
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | Penguin Workshop
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

First Test Graphic Novel
(A Graphic Novel)
TAMORA PIERCE; Illustrated by BECCA FARROW
This eagerly awaited adaptation of First Test reimagines the classic knight’s tale, but with a twist. In a world not quite ready for her ambition, a determined girl seeks knighthood & finds herself on a mission to prove it.
9780307931573
$17.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Random House Graphic
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

Luminous Beings
DAVID ARNOLD; Illustrated by JOSE PIMIENTA
A wholly original graphic novel from New York Times bestseller David Arnold and comic artist Jose Pimienta. This is a pacy, apocalyptic-lite, coming-of-age narrative with authentic, relatable teen characters.
9780593620915
$17.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Viking Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

The Strange Case of Harleen and Harley
MELISSA MARR
Harleen Quinzel is many things, but the last thing anyone would call her is evil. Harley Quinn on the other hand... This is the story of a girl who learns being evil is not all bad—as long as she doesn’t get caught.
9781779509758
$16.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction
13-17 years | DC Comics | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Wonder Woman: The Adventures of Young Diana
JORDIE BELLAIRE
Eisner Award-winner Jordie Bellaire and rising star Paulina Ganucheau provide a refreshing look into Wonder Woman’s upbringing and dangerous secrets of her past you’ll never forget!
9781779527134
$16.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction
13-17 years | DC Comics | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

This Land Is Our Land: A Blue Beetle Story
JULIO ANTA
Writer Julio Anta and artist Jacoby Salcedo take readers on a gripping and inspiring journey filled with both high stakes and heart as Jaime embraces his new calling as Blue Beetle!
9781779522825
$16.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction
13-17 years | DC Comics | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024
**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**Gorgeous Comics & Graphic Novels for Children**

**WOE: A Housecat’s Story of Despair**  
**A Graphic Novel**  
**LUCY KNISLEY**  
Join the hilarious and dramatic world of Linney the House Cat, as her webcomic antics are gathered into a graphic novel for the very first time! This collection is perfect for cat lovers and Linney fans alike.  
9780593177631  
$16.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction  
12 and up | Random House Graphic World  
**JULY 2, 2024**

**Greater Secrets**  
**Volume Two**  
**S. H. COTUGNO**  
The second book in the YA graphic novel series about star-crossed lovers and misunderstood monsters, which is already a webcomic phenomenon!  
9780593124840  
$17.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction  
12 and up | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World  
**SEPTEMBER 24, 2024**

**The Glass Scientists: Volume Two**  
**S. H. COTUGNO**  
The second book in the YA graphic novel series about star-crossed lovers and misunderstood monsters, which is already a webcomic phenomenon!  
9780593524480  
$17.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction  
14 and up | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | US, Canada, Open Mkt  
**SEPTEMBER 24, 2024**

**Full Shift**  
**JENNIFER DUGAN;**  
Illustrated by **KIT SEATON**  
In this queer, supernatural YA graphic novel from the author of *Some Girls Don’t*, a reluctant teen werewolf would do anything to be human—if that’s what it takes to win her crush’s heart.  
9780593529850  
$17.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction  
12 and up | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World  
**AUGUST 27, 2024**

**The Ghostkeeper**  
**JOHANNA TAYLOR**  
Perfect for fans of everything from *Lockwood & Co* to *The Haunting of Hill House*, this gothic graphic novel follows a young medium with the gift—or curse, as some might say—to communicate with the dead.  
9780593526668  
$17.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction  
12 and up | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World  
**JULY 23, 2024**
NEWSLETTERS, NEWSLETTERS, Read All About It!

Penguin Random House is proud and excited to bring you all the tools you need to stock bestselling and trending books for your readers. Stay up-to-date with new releases, trending categories, bestselling backlist, author events and videos, and more!

HIGHLIGHTS
Want to get folks excited for upcoming book releases? Look no further! Our Highlights newsletter is chock full of good information on the books and graphic novels/manga we’re most excited about. Available for children’s titles, adult titles, or graphic novels/manga.

TIKTOK AND TRENDS
Using proprietary Penguin Random House consumer insights data, we’ll bring you growing topics relevant to your market. This newsletter will tell you all you need to know about what’s trending and what’s ending. We’ll feature BookTok content, media tie ins, literary award announcements, and specially curated book recommendations and gift guides.

BESTSELLER LIST
Designed with you in mind, this newsletter hit satisfies all you need to know about our weekly best of the best on the New York Times Bestseller list.

VIRTUAL EVENTS
Want to learn how to book a virtual event with Penguin Random House authors? Sign up for our Virtual Events newsletter to bring top PRH authors straight to your readers.

MARKETING ASSET DISPATCH
Highlighting our marketing content: press kits, social media assets, author photos galore! With links to download content, everything you need to promote top titles straight to your inbox.

COVER REVEALS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Our Cover Reveals and Announcements newsletters are a fantastic way to stay on top of cover reveals, announcements, all things shiny and new. Available for only children’s titles or only adult titles.

SCAN HERE TO SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTERS!
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES

Unmissable Books of the Season

**Heir**
SABAA TAHIR
Prepare for the action-packed, ruthless, and romantic new fantasy from the #1 New York Times bestselling and National Book Award-winning author Sabaa Tahir about vengeance, legacy, and love.

9780593859858
$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 14 and up
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Such Charming Liars**
KAREN M. McMANUS
The newest mystery from the author of *One of Us Is Lying*, the Queen of Thrillers, Karen M. McManus! When mother-daughter grifters set out on their final job, the heist gets deadly and dangerously personal.

9780593815212
$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 14 and up
Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 30, 2024

**The Thirteenth Child**
ERIN A. CRAIG
Drawing on the dark fairytales of the Brothers Grimm, this new novel by the #1 bestselling author of *House of Salt and Sorrow* is a sweeping, fantastical saga of actions and consequences. All gifts come with a price.

9780593902653
$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up
Delacorte Press
World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**The Mirror of Beasts**
ALEXANDRA BRACKEN
#1 New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Bracken is back with the sequel to *Silver in the Bone*, in which fresh betrayal ignites ancient magic, and a cursed girl with no magic of her own must put the past to rest.

9780593896687
$12.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 14 and up | Knopf Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
No SG
JULY 30, 2024

**Untitled**
JANDY NELSON
*When the World Tips Over* is a family saga brimming with love, secrets, and enchantment. New from Jandy Nelson, Printz Award-winning author of *I’ll Give You the Sun*.

9780593429098
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction | 14 and up | Dial Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**Everything We Never Had**
RANDY RIBAY
A powerful, gripping novel from National Book Award-finalist Randy Ribay that spans four time periods and four generations of Filipino American boys as they grapple with identity, assimilation, and masculinity.

9780593857168
$12.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up | Kokila
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 27, 2024

**Heist Royale**
KAYVION LEWIS
In this high-stakes, high drama sequel to *Thieves’ Gambit*, Ross must find a way to out-heist the boy who betrayed her to protect her family—and her heart.

9780593859469
$11.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up | Nancy Paulsen Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 12, 2024
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES

Romance

**Hearts Overboard**
BECKY DEAN
Set sail with this banter-filled rivals-to-lovers romance between a STEM-loving girl and a jock guy that will fill you with wanderlust... and have you rooting for love in the great outdoors! Love is on the horizon!
9780593647844
$12.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up
Delacorte Press | World JUNE 9, 2024

**Love Requires Chocolate**
RAVYNN K. STRINGFIELD
A new romance series that’s Emily In Paris meets A Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants! Budding theatre nerd Whitney Curry studies abroad in Paris, France, where she meets her match in a cute, aloof footballer.
9780593571545
$12.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up
Joy Revolution | World AUGUST 20, 2024

**Midnights With You**
CLARE OSONGO
Two friends must decide if their pain has the power to choose their fate, or if they can choose for themselves. Fans of Susan Lee and Dustin Thao will be enchanted by this romance about how we love, heal, and carry on.
9781368101936
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up
Disney Hyperion | World NOVEMBER 12, 2024

**The Davenports: More Than This**
KRYSRAT MARQUIS
The anticipated sequel to the instant New York Times bestseller featuring escapist romance and a wealthy Black family in 1910s Chicago. Inspired by the real-life story of the Patterson family.
9780593463369
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up
Dial Books US, Canada, Open Mkt NOVEMBER 12, 2024

**Cursed Boys and Broken Hearts**
ADAM SASS
A contemporary romance in which a boy is cursed to doom any romantic relationship—but as he spends the summer repairing his family’s B&B with his former crush and current enemy, he might find a way to break the curse.
9780593692912
$12.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 14 and up
Viking Books for Young Readers US, Canada, Open Mkt JUNE 9, 2024

**Payal Mehta’s Romance Revenge Plot**
PREETI CHHIBBER
This laugh-out-loud debut romance introduces perfectly imperfect Payal Desai, whose plan to get her crush to notice her is destined for success, but only if she ignores her budding feelings for her arch nemesis.
9780593461884
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction | 12 and up
Kokila | World SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

**A Queen’s Game**
KATHARINE McGEE
In 19th century Europe, three princesses struggle to find love—two will become Queens one day, one will die young. Bridgerton meets American Royals, inspired by true events. From bestselling author Katharine McGee.
9780593902585
$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction | 14 and up
Random House Books for Young Readers OCTOBER 1, 2024
Fyrebirds
KATE J. ARMSTRONG
With tensions rising and their powers no longer a secret, the Nightbirds must decide what they are willing to fight for and how far they’ll go in the spellbinding sequel to the international bestseller Nightbirds.

Shadows of Perl
J. ELLE
The dazzling romantic fantasy world of House of Marionne continues in this dark and deadly sequel full of forbidden magic, lies, and broken hearts. A must read for fans of Stephanie Garber and Leigh Bardugo.

Serpent Sea
MAIYA IBRAHIM
In book 2 of this romantic fantasy series set in an Arabian-inspired land, Immani must use her magic to navigate the serpent sea, and her heart to save her people after the enchantment that once protected them has been shattered.

Divine Mortals
AMANDA M. HELANDER
In this spicy romantasy, Mona can name soulmates, but she’ll do anything to avoid being matched with her own—especially when she learns he’s the king.

The Heart of the World
AMIE KAUFMAN
Magic and sacrifice collide as lovers and gods, enemies and allies vie for the fate of the world in this sequel to The Isles of the Gods, which Stephanie Garber called “deliciously diabolical and full of heart.”

Practical Rules for Cursed Witches
KAYLA COTTINGHAM
From the New York Times bestselling author of My Deepest Darkest comes a sapphic fantasy adventure about a teen witch who must complete her magical training by breaking a powerful family’s curse.

TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES
Romantasy
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES

Romantasy

Sally’s Lament
A Twisted Tale
MARI MANCUSI
9781368104500
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Disney Lucasfilm Press
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Blue Bloods: After Death
MELISSA DE LA CRUZ
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Melissa de la Cruz, After Death is the second book in an all-new duology set within the Blue Bloods universe!
9781368067287
$10.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction
JULY 22, 2025

A Cruel Thirst
ANGELA MONTOYA
A fledgling vampire and a headstrong vampire huntress must work together—against their better judgment—to rid the world of monsters in this irresistible romantic fantasy.
9780593643372
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
DECEMBER 31, 2024

SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

Star Wars: The High Republic: Tears of the Nameless
GEORGE MANN
The New York Times bestselling series continues in this heart-wrenching sequel to Defy the Storm where fans will reunite with fan-favorite Jedi Knight Reath Silas.
9781368095174
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Disney Lucasfilm Press
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Sixteen Minutes
K.J. REILLY
When a new girl arrives in town, seemingly from the future, three teens’ lives are turned upside down in this speculative YA novel full of love and loss, and the power of the unknown.
9780593620052
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Zodiac Rising
KATIE ZHAO
Magic meets dark academia at a hidden New York boarding school. When a student is killed over priceless treasure, the Descendants of the Zodiac assemble to avenge the murder and get back what’s rightfully theirs.
9780593646410
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
DECEMBER 3, 2024
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES
Science Fiction & Fantasy

The Lost Souls of Benzaiten
KELLY MURASHIGE
This heartfelt and quirky YA fantasy debut follows a young outcast on a journey of transformation into a robot vacuum cleaner. A fresh twist on Japanese mythology that doubles as a honest dive into mental health.

$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Soho Teen | World
JULY 23, 2024

Rise
FREYA FINCH
The action and adventure of Percy Jackson meets the complex heroines of The Cruel Prince as a family of valkyries fight to stop Ragnarök. The ties between fate and choice are as interwoven as the bond between sisters.

$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Disney Hyperion | World
JULY 2, 2024

The Monstrous Kind
LYDIA GREGOVIC
An atmospheric, haunting, romantasy inspired by Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility about sisters vying to hold on to their manor, set in a Regency England with monsters prowling at its perimeters.

$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

The Voice of the Wretched
KESTER GRANT
A young thief must face ruthless traffickers, power-hungry criminal lords—and even General Napoleon himself—in this stunning follow-up to The Court of Miracles.

$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Knopf Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
DECEMBER 17, 2024

Fledgling
S. K. ALI
The first book in a gripping YA duology by acclaimed author S.K. Ali that imagines a class-segregated world on the brink of either Enlightenment or war.

$21.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Kokila | World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

The Girl with No Reflection
KESHE CHOW
A young woman chosen as the crown prince’s bride travels to the palace to meet her new husband—but is shaken when she discovers the dark truth the royal family has hidden for centuries—in this lush fantasy debut.

$12.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 6, 2024
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES

Fairy Tales & Folklore

**Encanto: Nightmares and Sueños**
ALEX SEGURA

Return to Casita where we find seventeen-year-old Bruno from Disney’s hit animated film Encanto, where readers will finally learn what happened to make people never want to talk about him.

9781368097901
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction 13-17 years | Disney Press  
US, Canada, Open Mkt  
DECEMBER 3, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL

**The Party**
NATASHA PRESTON

#1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Natasha Preston is back with another pulse-pounding, twisty read! Are you invited?

9780593704080
$14.99 | TR | Young Adult Fiction 12 and up | Delacorte Press | World  
DECEMBER 3, 2024

**The Champions**
KARA THOMAS

A thriller set in the same town as The Cheerleaders, when a member of the football team has an accident, the town’s dark history may repeat itself—and the price of discovering the truth is higher than anyone could imagine.

9780593902684
$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction 14 and up | Delacorte Press | World  
OCTOBER 1, 2024

---

**Rick Riordan Presents: The Dark Becomes Her**
JUDY I. LIN

A sinister tale of the supernatural, sisterhood, and the shadows that rule our darkest desires. New York Times bestselling author Judy I. Lin takes her first foray into horror with Rick Riordan Presents.

9781368099097
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction 12 and up | Rick Riordan Presents  
World  
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Kill the Beast**
SERENA VALENTINO


9781368076593
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction 12 and up | Disney Hyperion  
US, Canada, Open Mkt  
JULY 30, 2024

**The Enchanters: Fairy Godmother**
JEN CALONITA

How did a human girl become a fairy godmother? Godmothers are made, not born. Discover the untold origins of one of Disney’s beloved magic maker in the first volume of this new series.

9781368089586
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction 12 and up | Disney Hyperion  
US, Canada, Open Mkt  
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

---

**THRILLERS & SUSPENSE**

---
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES
Thrillers & Suspense

**Girls Who Burn**
MK PAGANO
Though the police ruled it an accident, Addie knows her sister didn’t fall down a ravine. She was pushed. Jessica Goodman meets Jesse Q. Sutanto in this enemies-to-lovers thriller, full of secrets, privilege, and murder.

9780593620021
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Nancy Paulsen Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 16, 2024

**The Bitter End**
ALEXA DONNE
When a storm traps eight teens in a remote ski cabin, they find themselves stranded with a killer—who may be one of their own. From the acclaimed author of The Ivies comes a YA thriller that will make your blood run cold.

9780593651063
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Random House Books for Young Readers | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**Better Left Buried**
MARY E. ROACH
Mary E. Roach’s debut YA mystery! Two girls try to get to the bottom of a town full of secrets, a family full of mystery, and an abandoned amusement park where people keep turning up dead.

9781368098403
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Disney Hyperion | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

**Silent Sister**
MEGAN DAVIDHIZAR
A sophisticated suspense novel about two girls who disappear on a school trip and one truth screaming to come out. Read it and if people ask about the ending, stay silent.

9780593615243
$11.90 | Int'l PB | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

**Under the Surface**
DIANA URBAN
A twisty survival-thriller set in the catacombs of Paris from rising YA star, Diana Urban, perfect for fans of Natalie D. Richards, Stephanie Perkins, and Jessica Goodman.

9780593857236
$12.00 | Int'l PB | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World
AUGUST 13, 2024

**Hemlock House**
A Liar’s Beach Novel
KATIE COTUGNO
Set in the world of the Ivy-League, this follow-up to the acclaimed Liar’s Beach sees the return of detective Holiday Poirot and her childhood friend Linden, as they work to uncover a mysterious murder on campus.

9780593897584
$11.50 | Int'l PB | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024
TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES

Thrillers & Suspense

Darkly
MARISHA PESSL
We Were Liars meets Ready Player One and Knives Out in this edge-of-your-seat psychological thriller. A group of teens are chosen for a coveted summer internship but are faced with unexpected and alarming circumstances.

9780593902646
$13.00 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction
12 and up | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt
NOVEMBER 12, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Here Lies a Vengeful Bitch
CODIE CROWLEY
Murdered bad girl Annie Lane is back from the grave and hellbent on revenge—she just has to figure out who killed her. This fast-paced thriller by a talented debut delivers a horror-infused hunt for justice.

9781368099905
$18.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Disney Hyperion | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Compound Fracture
ANDREW JOSEPH WHITE
Bestselling and award-winning author Andrew Joseph White returns with a queer Appalachian thriller that pulls no punches, for teens who see the failures in our world and are pushing for radical change.

9781682636121
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Peachtree Teen
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

SOCIAL THEMES AND NON-FICTION

The Glass Girl
KATHLEEN GLASGOW
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Girl in Pieces comes a raw, heart-wrenching new novel about a teen girl facing down alcohol and the journey she must take to heal.

9780593902677
$11.50 | Int’l PB | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Delacorte Press
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
NOVEMBER 12, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Pick the Lock
A.S. KING
From Michael L. Printz Award winner A.S. King, comes a weird and insightful new novel about a girl intent on picking the lock of her toxic family with punk rock and opera.

9780593353974
$19.99 | HC | Young Adult Fiction
14 and up | Dutton Books for Young Readers | World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Kurt Vonnegut
The Making of a Writer
DAN WAKEFIELD
The first and only YA biography of Kurt Vonnegut, the great American novelist and humanist and author of such classics as Slaughterhouse Five. Now in paperback.

9781644214046
$16.95 | TR | Young Adult Nonfiction
13-17 years | Triangle Square
World except UK/Ireland
DECEMBER 3, 2024
MIDDLE GRADE
Can’t Miss Middle Grade

The Bletchley Riddle
RUTA SEPETYS and STEVE SHEINKIN
A collaboration between award-winning and bestselling authors, this historical adventure follows two siblings at Bletchley Park, the home of WWII code-breakers, as they try to unravel a mystery surrounding their mom’s death.
9780593694244
$10.00 | Int'l PB | Juvenile Fiction
10 and up | Viking Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Minecraft: Journey to the Ancient City
An Official Minecraft Novel
DANNY LORE
The next standalone Minecraft novel from the bestselling publishing program—now with over 5 million books in print! This adventure follows Lisa, Opal, and Braun as they go on an epic quest to defeat a fearsome mob.
9780593871485
$10.99 | Int'l PB | Juvenile Fiction
Random House Worlds
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Rick Riordan Presents: Pahua and the Dragon’s Secret A Pahua Moua Novel, Book 2
LORI M. LEE
Bestselling author Rick Riordan presents Lori M. Lee’s second Southeast Asian fantasy adventure about a girl who is the reincarnation of the greatest warrior of all time.
9781368083416
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Rick Riordan Presents
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

Freedom Fire: Jax Freeman and the Phantom Shriek
KWAME MBALIA
The award-winning author of the bestselling Tristan Strong trilogy has created a secret world where kids can wield magic by summoning the power of their ancestors.
9781368066736
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Freedom Fire
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Percy Jackson and the Olympians: Wrath of the Triple Goddess
RICK RIORDAN
In his continuing quest to earn college recommendation letters from the gods, Percy has to pet sit the goddess Hecate’s polecat and giant mastiff during Halloween week. What could go wrong?
9781368107631
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Disney Hyperion | US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

The Twits Next Door
ROALD DAHL with GREG JAMES and CHRIS SMITH, Illustrated by TK
Roald Dahl’s The Twits has been beloved by many for over forty years. Now Mr. and Mrs. Twit are back with their even grosser, smellier, and prankier nephew in a brand new book!
9780593692622
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Viking Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 22, 2024

The Twits
ROALD DAHL
Roald Dahl’s The Twits has been beloved by many for over forty years. Now Mr. and Mrs. Twit are back with their even grosser, smellier, and prankier nephew in a brand new book!
9780593692622
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Viking Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
OCTOBER 22, 2024
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Can’t Miss Middle Grade

Spider-Man: The Bug Bite that Changed Everything
A Marvel Origin Story
NED HARTLEY
The full origin story for Marvel’s most powerful Super Hero, Spider-Man—perfect for early readers! This entry in Marvel’s chapter book series gives kids easy-to-read origin stories.

7681368102360
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Marvel Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 6, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Spider-Man: Stories from the Spider-Verse
FARIDAH ABIKE-IYIMIDE, FREDERICK JOSEPH, TUI T. SUTHERLAND, and MORE!
The Spider-Man you know is one of many. Meet ten Spider-Heroes in this new short story collection from acclaimed, bestselling authors writing across the Spider-Verse.

7681368095903
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Marvel Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 6, 2024

Captain Marvel: Born to Fly, Destined for the Stars
A Marvel Origin Story
SHARON GOSLING
The full origin story for Marvel’s most powerful Super Hero, Captain Marvel—perfect for early readers! This entry in Marvel’s chapter book series gives kids easy-to-read origin stories.

7681368102007
$6.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Marvel Press | World
AUGUST 6, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Operation Chaos
(The Forgotten Five, Book 5)
LISA McMANN
X-Men meets Spy Kids in the fifth installment of The Forgotten Five middle-grade fantasy/adventure series by the New York Times bestselling author of The Unwanteds.

7680593698747
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Mr. Lemoncello’s Fantabulous Finale
CHRIS GRABENSTEIN
10 YEARS IN THE MAKING. OVER 2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD. Welcome! You are invited to the adventure of a lifetime—the fantabulous finale to the beloved, New York Times bestselling Mr. Lemoncello’s Library series!

768059380292
$11.00 | Int’l PB | Juvenile Fiction
8-12 years | Random House Books for Young Readers | World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

The Swifts: A Gallery of Rogues
BETH LINCOLN;
Illustrated by CLAIRE POWELL
Shenanigan Swift is headed to Paris, where new mysteries and new relatives await. The hilarious, quick-witted, and highly anticipated sequel to Beth Lincoln’s instant bestseller.

7680593533260
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Dutton Books for Young Readers | US, CAN, Open Mkt (no EU) (X) No EU, SG
AUGUST 20, 2024
MIDDLE GRADE
Can’t Miss Middle Grade

Farrah Noorzad and the Ring of Fate
DEEBAA ZARGARPUR
A girl discovers her jinn heritage when a birthday wish gone wrong traps her father, sending her on a quest. A fantasy series inspired by Persian mythology and Islamic lore, full of action, magic, and self-discovery.
9780593564417
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Labyrinth Road | World
JULY 2, 2024

Never Thirteen
STACY MCANULTY
What if you were twelve for all eternity? From the award-winning author of The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl comes a magical mystery about a group of kids called the Evers who have been alive for hundreds of years.
9780593429662
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Random House Books for Young Readers | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Alex Wise vs. the Cosmic Shift
TERRY J. BENTON-WALKER
No one ever said saving the world would be easy. In the second installment of this thrilling fantasy series all about finding your inner hero, a 12-year-old boy leads the charge against the Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
9780593564332
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Labyrinth Road | World
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

Trapped in the Horror Dome
(Monsterious, Book 5)
MATT M. MANN
This series of terrifying standalone tales that combine monsters and mysteries is perfect for fans of Goosebumps. “Spine-chilling and creepy!” —Max Brallier, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Last Kids on Earth
9780593857205
$8.99 | DG | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

The 66th Rebirth of Frankie Caridi #1
JOHNNY MARCIANO; Illustrated by ASHLEY MACKENZIE
Frankie Caridi’s “back to school” consists of learning how to use crystals to power her mind and trap marauding spirits. But the secrets of magic are nothing compared to the secrets she learns about her own past.
9780593660942
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 10 and up
Penguin Workshop | World
JULY 9, 2024

It Happened to Anna
TEHLOR KAY MEJIA
This spine-tingling ghost story follows a tween girl who’s being literally haunted by loneliness until a new friendship upends her life. From the bestselling author of the Paola Santiago series!
9780593647035
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Delacorte Press | World
AUGUST 6, 2024
Can’t Miss Middle Grade

**TIME for Kids: Kid Reporter Field Guide**
A How-To Book for Junior Journalists
HANNAH ROSE HOLZER
Learn how to be a junior journalist with this TIME For Kids Field Guide! This is an excellent gift for young readers who want to learn more about the world and how to write about it.

9780593754955
$13.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | Penguin Young Readers Licenses | World
DECEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**TIME for Kids: Amazing Athletes**
101 Stars You Need to Know!
JAMES BUCKLEY JR.
Learn about the greatest athletes of all time in this TIME For Kids book! This TIME For Kids book is perfect for sports fanatics and introducing different types of sports.

9780593754948
$8.99 | DG | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | Penguin Young Readers Licenses | World
DECEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

**The Graveyard Gift**
FERN FORGETTABLE
as told by PIPER CJ
A girl with peculiar abilities lands at a boarding school where students are part human and part magical. But she discovers nothing is what it seems when sinister forces cause one of her classmates to go missing.

9780593810477
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Random House Books for Young Readers | World (X) No ANZ
OCTOBER 8, 2024

**All the Best Dogs**
EMILY JENKINS
When Ezra’s best friend and dog goes on an adventure without him, it’s up to Ezra to find him. Along the way, he meets neighbors and their quirky pets, and hears tales from the pets and the humans who love them.

9780593650431
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Delacorte Press | World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

**The Last Hope School for Magical Delinquents**
NICKI PAU PRETO
A middle grade magic school fantasy perfect for fans of *The School for Good and Evil* and *Witchlings*, in which a girl with unparalleled power must work with her misfit classmates to save her new school.

9780593528518
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Viking Books for Young Readers | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

**Airi Sano, Prankmaster General: International Menace**
ZOË TÓKUSHIGE,
Illustrated by JENNIFER NAALCHIGAR
In this latest laugh-out-loud adventure, Airi’s pranks go global on a family trip to Japan—but is pranking really all it’s cracked up to be? Perfect for fans of *Dork Diaries* and *Diary of a Wimpy Kid!*

9780593465844
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Philomel Books | World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024
May the Best Player Win
KYLA ZHAO
A humorous and heartfelt middle grade debut about chess, girl power, and performance anxiety in elite sports. For fans of Kelly Yang and Celia C. Perez!
9780593389603
$11.00 | Int’l PB | Juvenile Fiction
8-12 years | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Untitled RHBFYR 7637
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR
A sequel to the landmark book, Frindle. While the original is a love letter to writing and the power of words, The Frindle Files shows us that using those words carefully—that speaking up—can make all the difference.
9780399557637
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
AUGUST 27, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Penny Draws a Class Trip
SARA SHEPARD
The fourth book in the humorous, heartfelt, highly-illustrated series about a girl who doodles to cope with her anxiety. From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sara Shepard.
9780593616864
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World (X) No ANZ
JULY 16, 2024

Popcorn
ROB HARRELL
The author of Wink is back with a hilarious and moving story about anxiety when everything is going wrong. A laugh-out-loud funny story about control and asking for help while trying to get the perfect school picture.
9780593697924
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 9-12 years
Dial Books | US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Majestica
SARAH TOLCER
Jurassic Park meets Once There Was in this page-turning middle grade fantasy adventure set at a nature preserve for magical beasts, where two girls find themselves on a wilderness expedition gone disastrously wrong.
9780593696545
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 8-12 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

How to Explain Robotics to a Grown-Up
RUTH SPIRO (Author); TERESA MARTÍNEZ (Illustrator)
A tongue-in-cheek guide, as an in-the-know narrator instructs kids in the fine art of explaining robotics to a grown-up. Fun and fact-filled, this series will empower kids to explore complex scientific concepts.
9781623543198
$17.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction
4-8 years | Charlesbridge | World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
Roald Dahl’s Phizz-Whizzling Christmas Book
ROALD DAHL; Illustrated by QUENTIN BLEK
Christmas is the most fizz-whopping time of the year, filled with grand feasts, good tidings, and gifts that make you feel like you won a golden ticket. Celebrate the holidays with this delightfully festive gift book!
9780593886946
$9.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Grosset & Dunlap | US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Roald Dahl: How to Have a Frightful Halloween
ROALD DAHL; Illustrated by QUENTIN BLEK
Learn how to trick the trickiest of tricksters, how a witch’s mind is filled with whizzing, phizzing, frightful thoughts, and how to get the most out of your tastiest treats with this ghoulishly great Roald Dahl gift book!
9780593886809
$9.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Grosset & Dunlap | US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024

Marvelously Revolting Recipes
ROALD DAHL; Illustrated by QUENTIN BLEK
Learn to cook like Willy Wonka! This new cookbook contains recipes from classic Roald Dahl books. Adults and children alike will delight in the silliness and deliciousness of these recipes.
9780593525012
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | Viking Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
AUGUST 20, 2024

The World of Eric Carle Bilingual Flashcards
50 Cards in English and Spanish
ERIC CARLE
Share the joy of learning using these fun and colorful English and Spanish flashcards from the world of Eric Carle! Featuring colorful illustrations along with the word in English on one side and Spanish on the other.
9781639622849
$14.99 | Flashcards | Juvenile Nonfiction
Clarkson Potter | World (X) No Japan
JULY 16, 2024

The World of Eric Carle First Words Flashcards
50 Cards for Beginning Readers
ERIC CARLE
Start your child’s journey to reading with these fun and colorful flashcards that introduce first words, featuring art from the world of Eric Carle! With 50 cards in the set, children will master their skills!
9781639622849
$14.99 | Flashcards | Juvenile Nonfiction
Clarkson Potter | World (X) No Japan
JULY 16, 2024

Baby’s First Puzzle Books
HIGHLIGHTS
Baby’s First Puzzle Books are the perfect interactive first puzzle experience that babies, toddlers, and their grown-ups can enjoy together!
9781639622849
$24.99 | BX | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | Highlights | World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
FUN FOR ACTIVE MINDS
Activity, Gifts & Educational

brainPLAY
Funniest Puzzles Ever
HIGHLIGHTS
From hilarious hidden pictures scenes to wacky word puzzles and amusing
math challenges, these rewarding
activities offer brain-boosting, screen-
free play made especially for puzzle
fans ages 7+
9781639622498
$12.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
7 and up | Highlights Press | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

brainPLAY
Trickiest Puzzles Ever
HIGHLIGHTS
brainPLAY offers puzzle-loving kids
the ultimate brain workout with more
than 200 puzzles! Solving tricky puzzles
helps kids feel smart, confident, and
ready to take on any challenge.
9781639622504
$12.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
7 and up | Highlights Press | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Alfie Explores A to Z
A Seek-and-Find Adventure
JEFF DREW
Join Alfie the bookworm as he travels
through the alphabet from A to Z in this
interactive seek-and-find picture book
adventure. Children will love following
along with the adorable characters as
they learn the alphabet!
9780593813119
$21.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

Richard Scarry’s Cars and
Trucks Touch-and-Trace
RICHARD SCARRY
Delight little ones with this interactive
storybook inspired by Richard Scarry’s
Cars and Trucks and Things That Go.
Featuring unique mazes that kids can
touch-and-trace the paths with their
fingers for endless fun!
9780593808337
$10.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Dr. Seuss: Green Eggs and
Ham Painting Book
Coloring and Activity Book with Paint Box
THEODOR S. GEISEL
Join Sam-I-Am for painting fun in this
deluxe paint box book featuring
big bold images based on the beloved
children’s classic. It comes with sixteen
color wells and a brush—and is sure to
thrill children 3-7!
9780593814208
$8.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

How the Grinch Stole
Christmas! Coloring Book
THEODOR S. GEISEL
Celebrate the holidays with Dr. Seuss!
Featuring designs & patterns based on
the bestselling How the Grinch Stole
Christmas!, this is the perfect way for all
ages to relax and exercise your imagina-
tion during the holiday season.
9780593814215
$18.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL
Dr. Seuss: The Cat in the Hat Coloring & Activity Book
Coloring and Activity Book with Rainbow Pencil
THEODORED S. GEISEL
A coloring and activity book based on the beloved children’s classic. Featuring a rainbow pencil that writes in red, yellow, green, and blue, this book will thrill children ages 3-7. Perfect for a rainy day—or any day!
9780593811492
$8.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

Dr. Seuss Sight Words Level 1 Workbook
A Sight Words Workbook for Kindergarten (120+ Words, Games & Puzzles, Activity Fun, and More)
DR. SEUSS
This helps kids ages 5-7 learn 120 need-to-know sight words for beginning readers. With 80+ pages of activities and characters like the Lorax, it’s perfect for readers who want to improve reading comprehension and fluency.
9780593712481
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
5-7 years | Bright Matter Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 29, 2024

Dr. Seuss Sight Words Level 2 Workbook
A Sight Words Workbook for Kindergarten and 1st Grade (120+ Words, Games & Puzzles, Tracing Activities, and More)
DR. SEUSS
This helps early readers ages 5-7 learn more than 120 essential words. With lots of encouragement from familiar friends like the Cat in The Hat, it’s perfect for kids wanting extra reinforcement for reading fluency!
9780593712498
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
5-7 years | Bright Matter Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 29, 2024

Dr. Seuss Phonics Level 1 Workbook
A Phonics Workbook to Help Kids Ages 4-6 Learn to Read
DR. SEUSS
This helps kids ages 4-6 continue their journey to reading success! With 80+ pages of colorful activities and familiar characters like the Cat in the Hat and the Lorax, your child will explore phonics with confidence.
9780593712474
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
5-7 years | Bright Matter Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

Dr. Seuss Phonics Level 2 Workbook
A Phonics Workbook to Help Kids Ages 4-6 Learn to Read
DR. SEUSS
This helps kids ages 4-6 practice the basic phonics skills needed to learn to read. With 80+ colorful pages and familiar characters like the Cat in the Hat and the Lorax, there’s plenty of fun to be found with Dr. Seuss!
9780593712467
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
4-6 years | Bright Matter Books
US, Canada, Open Mkt
JULY 2, 2024

Find the Kind: Friendship Day!
A Find the Kind Activity Book
HIGHLIGHTS
Jump into a world of activities that teach kids ages 4-8 one of life’s most important skills: how to be a good friend. These puzzles and activities instill compassion and social and emotional awareness.
9781639620760
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
4-8 years | Highlights Press | World
APRIL 14, 2026
Super Simple Sumi-e
Easy Asian Brush Painting for All Ages
PALKA, YVONNE
Young artists ages 8 and up can learn the traditional art of Asian sumi-e painting in this first-ever kid-friendly guidebook that will appeal to artists of all ages.
9781632179458
$10.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | Little Bigfoot | World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Sir Cumference
Speaks Volumes
CINDY NEUSCHWANDER (Author); WAYNE GEEHAN (Illustrator)
Medieval math favorites Sir Cumference and Lady Di of Ameter learn a method to calculate volume in this adventure-filled introduction to a math curriculum staple.
9781623543433
$8.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 7-10 years
Charlesbridge | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

5,000 Awesome Facts
(About Everything!)
Updated and Expanded!
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS
This bestselling treasure trove of incredible facts has delighted readers for over a decade, and now it’s back with new and updated facts and photos!
9781426376139
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | National Geographic Kids
US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Weird But True World 2025
Incredible facts, awesome photos, and weird wonders—for this year and beyond!
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS
The bestselling Weird But True! World returns for its third edition— weirder than ever and with tons of new, true, unbelievable oddities for 2025—and beyond!
9781426376429
$19.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | National Geographic Kids
US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU)
AUGUST 6, 2024

Weird But True! Star Wars
300 Epic Facts From a Galaxy Far, Far Away...
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS
Star Wars meets Weird But True! in this jam-packed official collection of amazing facts from a galaxy far, far away. Bursting with photos and facts from across the Star Wars galaxy. May the facts be with you!
9781426375286
$9.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | National Geographic Kids
World
AUGUST 6, 2024

Greeking Out Heroes
and Olympians
KENNY CURTIS and JILLIAN HUGHES
Oh, Muses! Get ready for 20 brand-new, tongue-in-cheek tales from Greek mythology, as told by the team behind the smash hit podcast and New York Times bestselling book Greeking Out.
9781426376276
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-12 years | National Geographic Kids
World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024
GETTING STARTED WITH READING

Chapter Books

**The Magnificent Makers #9: Rolling Through the Rock Cycle**
THEANNE GRIFFITH
This is a fiction chapter book series filled with real science, adventure, and characters kids will love! Every book includes two science activities kids can do at home. A modern-day Magic School Bus for today’s kids!
9780593703434
$6.99 | DG | Juvenile Fiction | 7-10 years
Random House Books for Young Readers World
AUGUST 27, 2024

**A to Z Animal Mysteries #4: Dolphin Detectives**
RON ROY and KAYLA WHALEY; Illustrated by CHLOE BURGETT
Inspired by Ron Roy’s A to Z Mysteries series, this exciting animal adventure mystery is perfect for budding young chapter book readers. This time, 8-year-old Abbi and her friends solve a mystery with the help of dolphins!
9780593489086
$6.99 | DG | Juvenile Fiction | 6-9 years
Random House Books for Young Readers World
JULY 30, 2024

**Save the... Penguins**
ANITA SANCHEZ and CHELSEA CLINTON
Penguins have marched and waddled their ways into kids’ hearts. With this book, readers can become penguin experts and learn how to save the animals they love. Featuring an introduction from Chelsea Clinton!
9780593624500
$6.99 | DG | Juvenile Nonfiction
6-9 years | Philomel Books | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

**Mooncakes Mean Family**
BENSON SHUM;
Illustrated by BENSON SHUM
Celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival with this sweet story of food and family! Complete with fun facts about the holiday in the back of the book, young readers will want to revisit this story again and again.
9780593658833
$5.99 | DG | Juvenile Fiction | 5-7 years
Penguin Workshop | World
JULY 16, 2024

**Totally Turtles!**
GINJER L. CLARKE
Learn about turtles and their many talents in this nonfiction leveled reader perfect for kids interested in these shelled creatures and their lives on land and in the water!
9780593522004
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
8-9 years | Penguin Young Readers World
JULY 2, 2024

**Matilda: Matilda’s Miracles**
ROALD DAHL;
Illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE
Curious about the connections between Matilda and Miss Agatha Trunchbull? Discover more in this reader featuring a mini story perfect for Dahl fans!
9780593886786
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 6-8 years
Penguin Young Readers US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024
GETTING STARTED WITH READING
Early Readers

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory: They All Come Out in the Wash
ROALD DAHL;
Illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE
Wondering what happened to the other children who toured the chocolate factory with Charlie? Find out in this reader featuring a mini story perfect for Dahl fans.
9780593886762
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 4-6 years
Penguin Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024

National Geographic Readers: Marvel’s Spider-Man Bugs Out! (Level 1)
DANK HERMON
Join Spider-Man and his superpowered friends as they learn about the world’s coolest insects, spiders, and more in this engaging Level 1 Reader.
9781426376856
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Nonfiction
4-6 years | National Geographic Kids
World
JULY 2, 2024

World of Reading: Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures: The Harvest Feast
LUCASFILM PRESS
Tied to the very first full-length animated Star Wars series created for preschoolers and their families, set in the exciting new era of the High Republic!
9781368070898
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-5 years
Disney Lucasfilm Press
World except AU/NZ
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

World of Reading: Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures: The Charhound Chase
LUCASFILM PRESS
Tied to the very first full-length animated Star Wars series created for preschoolers and their families, set in the exciting new era of the High Republic!
9781368104562
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 4-6 years
Disney Lucasfilm Press
World except AU/NZ
JULY 23, 2024

World of Reading: Super Kitties: Vanishing Valentines
ANNIE AUERBACH
This pawsome foursome of adorable kittens transform into fierce, furry super heroes anytime justice needs to be served. Disney Junior SuperKitties save Valentine’s Day in this 32-page Level 1 World of Reading reader.
9781368106412
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-5 years
Disney Press | World
DECEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Big Shark, Little Shark and the Christmas Tree
ANNA MEMBRINO;
Illustrated by TIM BUDGEN
Hurray! It’s Christmas! Big Shark and Little Shark are on the hunt for Christmas tree decorations. Emergent readers who love Christmas will love this funny and easy-to-read Step 1.
9780593807828
$5.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 4-6 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
OCTOBER 15, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

**Picture Books**

**Where to Hide a Star**
Oliver Jeffers

World-renowned artist and picture book creator Oliver Jeffers brings to life an endearing story about the magic of friendship—and sharing what brings us joy.

9780593622247
$22.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
PhiloMe! Books | US, Opn Mkt (no CAN)
October 8, 2024

**Tiana’s Perfect Plan**
Anika Noni Rose and Olivia Duchess

A charming debut picture book from acclaimed actress, singer, and Disney Legend Anika Noni Rose, which shows Princess Tiana on a never-before-seen New Orleans adventure!

9781368081603
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-5 years
Disney Hyperion | World
October 22, 2024
Cover Not Final

**PictureFace Lizzy**
Josh Gad
Illustrated by Marta Kíssi

From the voice of Olaf in the animated hit Frozen and LeFou in Beauty and the Beast comes a hilarious picture book about a girl who wants one thing: a PictureFace Lizzy doll!

9780593463123
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-7 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)
September 17, 2024

**5-Minute Spidey and His Amazing Friends Stories**
Steve Behling

This bestselling Five-Minute Stories format features twelve adventures with Spidey and his Amazing Friends that can be read aloud in five minutes each.

9781368093040
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-5 years
Marvel Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt
December 10, 2024
Cover Not Final

**Sonic vs. New Yoke City**
Kiel Phegley

In a battle against Dr. Eggman, Sonic accidentally shatters the universe!

9780593658574
$6.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Penguin Young Readers Licenses | World
August 27, 2024
**Picture Books**

**Bijan Always Wins**

ADIB KHORRAM; Illustrated by MICHELLE TRAN
Could it be that some things, like friendship, can’t be won? From Award-winning author Adib Khorram comes a unique picture book about what you risk losing when all you care about is winning.
9780593325308
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Dial Books | World
JULY 9, 2024

**The Creature of Habit Tries His Best**

JENNIFER E. SMITH; Illustrated by LEO ESPINOSA
The Creature of Habit is back to tackle learning to ride a bike! This story celebrates the power of persistence and reminds us that sometimes, it’s not about being the best but about giving it your best try!
9780593434611
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Studio | World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

**Robin’s Worlds**

RAINIE OET; Illustrated by MATHIAS BALL
A nonbinary child is whisked off on a spellbinding adventure for their birthday in this dazzling tale of friendship, community, and self-love. Enchanting language and stunning illustrations will sweep readers off their feet!
9781662620027
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Astra Young Readers | World (X)
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**Sheepwrecked**

ASHLEY BELOTE
Set sail on a hilarious romp on the high seas with a group of pirate sheep and their big emotions! Join them as they bumble their way to a lost island and find the best treasure of all—friendsheep!
9780593480267
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Crown Books for Young Readers | World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

**The Goblin Twins: Too Hard to Scare**

FRANCES CHA, Illustrated by JAIME KIM
In this hilarious sequel to *The Goblin Twins*, two Korean goblin trickster brothers find that pranking New Yorkers is harder than they thought! From the critically-acclaimed author of *If I Had Your Face*.
9780593569665
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Random House Books for Young Readers | World
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

**Sonic’s Introduction to the Shatterverse**

KIEL PHEGLEY
During an epic battle against Dr. Eggman, Sonic the Hedgehog shattered the universe! Race through the Shatterverse with Sonic in this awesome storybook based on the Netflix show *Sonic Prime*. Includes stickers!
9780593750490
$6.99 | TR | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Penguin Young Readers Licenses | World
AUGUST 27, 2024

**Sheepwrecked**

ADIB KHORRAM; Illustrated by MICHELLE TRAN
Could it be that some things, like friendship, can’t be won? From Award-winning author Adib Khorram comes a unique picture book about what you risk losing when all you care about is winning.
9780593325308
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Dial Books | World
JULY 9, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

**Picture Books**

**Bookie and Cookie**  
BLANCA GÓMEZ  
Even the best friendships have rough moments, but a true friend will always find a way to compromise (especially when cookies are involved!)—from the illustrator of *Very Good Hats* and *Besos for Baby.*  
9780593696804  
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years  
Rocky Pond Books | World  
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

**A Flash of Color and Light**  
A Biography of Dale Chihuly  
SHARON MENTYKA  
Illustrated by SHELLEY COUVILLION  
The first-ever picture book biography of world-renowned glassmaker Dale Chihuly, including stunning watercolor illustrations that reveal the history of the art for aspiring artists ages 5-9.  
9781632171900  
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction | 5-9 years | Little Bigfoot | World  
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**The Top Spot**  
FRANK WEBER  
Author-illustrator Frank Weber presents style, stunning illustrations, and sly humor in *The Top Spot,* which explores themes of happiness and the why of competing in the rat race called life.  
9781368099110  
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-5 years  
Disney Hyperion | World  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

**The Crayons Give Thanks**  
DREW DAYWALT; Illustrated by OLIVER JEFFERS  
The hilarious crayons from the #1 New York Times bestselling *The Day the Crayons Quit* are ready to give thanks! Perfect year round, but especially poignant during Thanksgiving.  
9780593890574  
$9.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years  
Philomel Books | World  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2024

**Untitled RHBFYR 1252**  
RANDOM HOUSE BFYR  
YouTube phenomenon and household name Ms. Rachel shares her charming humor and tried-and-true teaching approach in this debut book about finding a special surprise! Can you help Ms. Rachel find what she’s looking for?  
9780593811252  
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years  
Random House Books for Young Readers | World  
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024  
COVER NOT FINAL
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

Picture Books

Santa’s First Christmas
MAC BARNETT; Illustrated by SYDNEY SMITH
Beloved children’s book creators Mac Barnett and Sydney Smith have unveiled Santa unlike ever seen before, and as a result, created a merry new Christmas classic.

9780593567944
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
OCTOBER 22, 2024

A Stickler Christmas
LANCE SMITH
A silly and sweet picture book about holiday kindness from award-winning author/illustrator Lane Smith that features the woodland character, Stickler, who wanders the forest delivering Christmas presents.

9780593815281
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Studio | World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

Good Night Thoughts
MAX GREENFIELD; Illustrated by JAMES SERAFINO
From actor Max Greenfield, the author of I Don’t Want to Read This Book and its two companion titles, comes a sweetly funny bedtime book about anxiety and being present.

9780593697894
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

Elmore the Christmas Moose
DEV PETTY; Illustrated by MIKE BOLDT
A hilarious and heartwarming Christmas story about a moose who wants to be one of Santa’s reindeer. This charming picture book comes from the comic minds behind I Don’t Want to Be a Frog and Don’t Eat Bees.

9780593487367
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Doubleday Books for Young Readers
World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Everett Green: The Not-So-Christmas Tree
FREDDY WEXLER; Illustrated by FANNY BERTHIAUME
Celebrate friendship, giving, and the true meaning of Christmas with Everett Green, the palm tree with plenty of personality! From Grammy-nominated songwriter Freddy Wexler comes a modern Christmas classic!

9780593567944
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
OCTOBER 22, 2024

I Am NOT Santa Claus!
T. L. MCBEATH
A hilariously clever Christmas book about a man with a white beard and a red hat who, despite all evidence to the contrary, insists that he is NOT Santa Claus. Perfect for fans of the How to Catch picture books.

9780593528488
$9.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Flamingo Books | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

A Stickler Christmas
LANCE SMITH
A silly and sweet picture book about holiday kindness from award-winning author/illustrator Lane Smith that features the woodland character, Stickler, who wanders the forest delivering Christmas presents.

9780593815281
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Studio | World
OCTOBER 8, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

Picture Books

The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s 5-Minute Stories
ERIC CARLE, Illustrated by ERIC CARLE
This treasury of titles from the World of Eric Carle features eight engaging stories in one book. And since each one can be read in five minutes or less, it’s the perfect pick for bedtime or whenever time is tight.
97805937354856
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 2-5 years
World of Eric Carle | World
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

It’s Not Easy Being A Ghost
MARILYN SADLER, Illustrated by STEPHANIE LABERIS
Life isn’t always easy—even for a ghost! In this follow-up to It’s Not Easy Being Santa Claus, a ghost discovers that happiness comes from within when she learns to accept that she’s simply too cute to be considered spooky!
9780593729201
$10.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
AUGUST 13, 2024

Papa’s Butter Chicken
A celebration of family and community
MONICA SAIGAL, Illustrated by ABEEHA TARIQ
This picture book is a celebration of Indian heritage, father-daughter relationships, and sharing with community. Includes a foreword by renowned chef José Andrés, and one of the author’s own recipes.
9781664300446
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Tiger Tales | US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Mixed Rice
A Multicultural Tale of Food, Feelings, and Finding Home Together
SOPHIE SARKAR
Discover the power of family, food, and mindfulness in this heartwarming tale where culinary choices reveal the bonds of culture and communication.
9781552692949
$18.95 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Plum Blossom | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

World of Wonder
Written by VALARIE KAUR, Illustrated by CYNTHIA ALONSO
A picture book about a young child who learns to navigate the world with a sense of wonder and amazement, by activist and award-winning documentarian Valarie Kaur.
9780593531556
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-7 years
Kokila | US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 6, 2024
Hello, I’m a Quokka  
(Meet the Wild Things, Book 3)  
HAYLEY ROCCO;  
Illustrated by JOHN ROCCO  
Full of amazing, kid-friendly facts and inviting artwork, this series introduces young readers to endangered animals from around the globe, told from the points of view of the animals themselves.  
9780593618189  
$16.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction  
3-7 years | G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for Young Readers | World  
SEPTEMBER 17, 2024

Grumpy Monkey Play All Day  
SUZANNE LANG;  
Illustrated by MAX LANG  
The bestselling series returns with another delightful book featuring a stubborn Jim Panzee who wants to play all day and ignore everything else. Kids and parents alike will relate to this silly book about procrastination.  
9780593709283  
$16.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction  
4-8 years | Random House Studio | World (X) No ANZ  
SEPTEMBER 24, 2024

National Geographic Kids  
5-Minute Dinosaur Stories  
MOIRA ROSE DONOHUE  
Travel back in time to unlock the secrets of the dinosaurs with these twelve fascinating true tales of prehistoric life! Young dinosaur enthusiasts will adore these stories—and read them again and again.  
9781426376481  
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction  
6-8 years | National Geographic Kids World  
NOVEMBER 5, 2024

Where's Beary?  
JOE GATTO;  
Illustrated by LUKE FLOWERS  
Joe Gatto—comedian, actor, producer, and star of the hit series Impractical Jokers—makes his picture book debut with this hilarious and heartwarming bedtime adventure about a boy’s quest to find his missing bear.  
9780593750193  
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction  
4-8 years | Penguin Workshop | World  
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Sea Wolves  
Keepers of the Rainforest  
MEGAN BENEDICT and  
MELANIE CROWDER;  
Illustrated by ROY HENRY VICKERS  
This lyrical, stunningly illustrated book explores the sea wolf, an apex marine mammal evolved from the gray wolf, as it navigates the coastline, eats seafood, and lives its extraordinary, unusual life.  
9781662620119  
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Nonfiction  
4-8 years | Astra Young Readers | World  
JULY 23, 2024

The Smell of Wet Dog  
And Other Dog Poems and Drawings  
BARNEY SALTZBERG  
Equal parts heart-melting and stinky, The Smell of Wet Dog is a must-have illustrated poetry book for every young canine fan. Readers will leave this book inspired to write an ode to a furry friend of their own!  
9780823456390  
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction  
4-8 years | National Geographic Kids | World  
NOVEMBER 5, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

**Picture Books**

*The Bakery Dragon*
DEVIN ELLE KURTZ
The heroic tale of a tiny dragon with a heart of gold and a taste for treats! A scrumptious picture book for fans of funny fairytales and fantastic beasts.
9780593710968
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Knopf Books for Young Readers | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

*Griso, The Unique*
ROGER MELLO
The last of his kind, a unicorn searches for others just like him in this vibrant and shapeshifting tale by Batchelder-Honor author and illustrator, Roger Mello.
9781982770088
$19.95 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Elsewhere Editions | World
OCTOBER 1, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

*Griso, The Unique: Calming Anxiety with Mindfulness*
DR. CATHERINE COOK-COTTONE, Illustrated by LENA PODESTA
Give kids tools to calm their inner worry monster with this interactive, vibrantly illustrated book! Tried-and-true methods from a child psychologist teaches kids practices for self-soothing and reducing their anxiety.
9780593567913
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
DECEMBER 3, 2024

*The Imaginoodles*
CHRISTOPHER ELIOPOULOS
While on a playdate with an outgoing new friend, a nervous hedgehog finds the courage to use his imagination in this lively, funny book by the bestselling illustrator of Ordinary People Change the World.
9780593698488
$19.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Rocky Pond Books | World
JULY 9, 2024

*ARTificial Intelligence*
DAVID BIEDRZYCKI (Author/Illustrator)
Ever since he was a little chip, Robot knew he was ART-ificially different. When he takes a wrong turn and discovers art, he wants to share it with everyone! A funny and heartfelt book exploring AI, art, and creativity.
9781623543747
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Charlesbridge | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024
COVER NOT FINAL

*Paint with Ploof*
BEN CLANTON and ANDY CHOU MUSSER
Have you met Ploof? The friendly cloud full of feelings returns in an all-new interactive picture book from the creator of Narwhal and Jelly and the co-creator of Science Explorers.
9781774881941
$18.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 2-5 years
Tundra Books | US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 29, 2024

*The Worry Monster: Calming Anxiety with Mindfulness*
DR. CATHERINE COOK-COTTONE, Illustrated by LENA PODESTA
Give kids tools to calm their inner worry monster with this interactive, vibrantly illustrated book! Tried-and-true methods from a child psychologist teaches kids practices for self-soothing and reducing their anxiety.
9780593567913
$14.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 4-8 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
DECEMBER 3, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

Board Books

**You’re My Hungry Little Caterpillar**
ERIC CARLE; Illustrated by ERIC CARLE
Celebrate the hungry little caterpillar in your own life! With Eric Carle’s bright, colorful illustrations, this book makes the perfect gift for baby showers, first birthdays, second birthdays, or any holiday!

9780593886687
$8.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-2 years
World of Eric Carle | World
OCTOBER 15, 2024

**The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Creepy-Crawly Halloween**
A Lift-the-Flap Book
ERIC CARLE; Illustrated by ERIC CARLE
Join The Very Hungry Caterpillar on his creepiest adventure yet as he explores the woods by the light of the moon for Halloween! An engaging seasonal lift-the-flap adventure with big flaps—perfect for little hands!

9780593751084
$12.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 1-3 years
World of Eric Carle
US, Canada, Open Mkt
AUGUST 13, 2024

**The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Peekaboo Valentine’s Day**
ERIC CARLE; Illustrated by ERIC CARLE
Featuring the classic character The Very Hungry Caterpillar, this sweet heart-shaped book is a celebration of love. With Eric Carle’s bright, colorful illustrations, this book makes the perfect Valentine’s Day gift!

9780593754757
$9.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 1-3 years
World of Eric Carle | World
DECEMBER 10, 2024

**Why Does It Snow?**
Weather with The Very Hungry Caterpillar
ERIC CARLE; Illustrated by ERIC CARLE
In this nonfiction story, young readers will discover what makes snow fall. The wonders of nature come to life in this early-learning series centered around weather, featuring simple text and Eric Carle’s illustrations!

9780593750230
$5.99 | BR | Juvenile Nonfiction
1-3 years | World of Eric Carle | World
OCTOBER 8, 2024

**The Very Lonely Firefly’s Nighttime Friends**
A Touch-and-Feel Book
ERIC CARLE; Illustrated by ERIC CARLE
Join the Very Lonely Firefly in this touch-and-feel adventure! Interactive text encourages young readers to feel and think about each texture they encounter, and Eric Carle’s colorful art sets each delightful scene.

9780593750636
$9.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years
World of Eric Carle | World
JULY 2, 2024

**I Am the Grinch**
DR. SEUSS
Meet the Grinch, in this board book narrated by the Christmas icon himself. This board book is ideal for introducing Dr. Seuss’s beloved holiday character to babies and toddlers! It’s a perfect stocking stuffer, too!

9780593426869
$8.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 15, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

Board Books

Richard Scarry’s Cars and Trucks Sound Book
RICHARD SCARRY
An interactive board book featuring twelve different sounds! Children will love to spot the icons, press the buttons, and listen to the fun, noisy and silly sounds of Busytown cars and trucks!
9780593802921
$20.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years
Random House Books for Young Readers
World
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Dog’s First Christmas
A Board Book
NATALIE NELSON
The follow up to the beloved board book Dog’s First Baby! Dog and Baby explore the delightful and puzzling ways their family prepares for Christmas.
9781683694465
$9.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | Quirk Books
World
OCTOBER 1, 2024

Disney Baby: The Twelve Days of Christmas
ELIZABETH RUDNICK
Celebrate Christmas traditions with favorite Disney/Pixar characters in this sweet take on the classic holiday song. As little ones turn each page, they will discover their favorite characters decorating the tree!
9781368095495
$8.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years
Disney Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt
SEPTEMBER 3, 2024

Disney Baby: The Magical Madrigal Family
NANCY PARENT
Celebrate the magical gifts of the Madrigal family in this charming 24-page board book inspired by the award-winning Disney feature animation film Encanto.
9781368102964
$7.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years
Disney Press | US, Canada, Open Mkt
OCTOBER 15, 2024

Mother Bruce
RYAN T. HIGGINS
New York Times bestselling Mother Bruce is back in a brand-new format: board! Perfect for the youngest readers and sure to bring new fans clamoring to the series.
9781368101905
$9.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 1-3 years
Disney Hyperion | World
JULY 16, 2024

Yes, Chef!
It’s Snack Time
CHARLOTTE LOVE; Illustrated by CHARLOTTE LOVE
A delightful call-and-response board book that introduces kids to simple cooking skills from creator Charlotte Love.
9780593886911
$7.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 1-3 years
Grosset & Dunlap | World
NOVEMBER 5, 2024
BOOKS FOR THE YOUNGEST OF READERS

**Board Books**

**My First Book of Fancy Letters**

JESSICA HISCHE, Illustrated by JESSICA HISCHE

From the *New York Times* bestselling creator of *Tomorrow I’ll Be Brave* comes a delightful spin on the traditional alphabet book, featuring hand-lettered words from A to Z and an affirming message for young readers.

*9780593385012*

$16.99 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 1-3 years

Penguin Workshop | World

**Chinese Kite Festival**

RICH LO

Written & Illustrated by RICH LO

In this high-flying bilingual board book, beautifully illustrated kites teach children animal names in both English and Chinese. Perfect for the toddler that loves being outdoors and pointing at new sights.

*9780823458622*

$8.99 | BR | Juvenile Nonfiction | 0-3 years

Tiger Tales | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)

**Our Little Library Vol. 2**

TABITHA PAIGE

A Foundational Language Vocabulary Board Book Set for Babies

With Volume 2 in the *Our Little Library* series, you can jump-start your baby’s exposure to first words using this beautifully designed board book box set. The perfect gift for newborns and baby showers!

*9781958803882*

$29.95 | BX | Juvenile Nonfiction

Paige Tate & Co | World

**Amu’s Violets**

HADI MOHAMMADI

An enchanting story of the Persian New Year and moment when winter turns to spring, based on the Iranian folk tale of Naneh Sarma and Amu Nowruz.

*9781953861924*

$19.95 | HC | Juvenile Fiction | 3-6 years

Elsewhere Editions | World

**I Love You Forever and a Day**

From the creators of *I Love You to the Moon and Back* AMELIA HEPWORTH, Illustrated by TIM WARNES

This sweet, uplifting story will show a little one just how strong your love is throughout the day and night. Now in board book format for the youngest readers!

*9781664351172*

$7.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 2-5 years

Tiger Tales | US, Canada, Open Mkt (X)

**Chinese Kite Festival**

**Little Artist’s First 100 Words**

TENISHA BERNAL

The perfect primer for young, artistic minds, this sturdy board book is for children ages 0-3. From color wheels to computers, each page introduces little ones to items used by different artists!

*9780593643624*

$7.99 | BR | Juvenile Fiction | 0-3 years

Crown Books for Young Readers | World
# Export Edition Index

## EMILY HENRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funny Story</td>
<td>Emily Henry</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Place</td>
<td>Emily Henry</td>
<td>Int’l B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP TITLES OF SUMMER AND FALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We Who Wrestle with God</td>
<td>Jordan B. Peterson</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Place</td>
<td>Emily Henry</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Heaven &amp; Earth Grocery Store</td>
<td>James McBride</td>
<td>Int’l B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Potential</td>
<td>Adam Grant</td>
<td>Int’l B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP TITLES OF FALL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Black Bird Oracle</td>
<td>Deborah Harkness</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The God of the Woods</td>
<td>Liz Moore</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entitlement</td>
<td>Rumaan Alam</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bright Sword</td>
<td>Lev Grossman</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Book of Elsewhere</td>
<td>Keanu Reeves and China Miéville</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexus</td>
<td>Yuval Noah Harari</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Freedom (EXP)</td>
<td>Timothy Snyder</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SECOND FORMAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Armor of Light</td>
<td>Ken Follett</td>
<td>Int’l A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Vaster Wilds</td>
<td>Lauren Groff</td>
<td>Int’l B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hello Beautiful</td>
<td>Ann Napolitano</td>
<td>Int’l B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land of Milk and Honey</td>
<td>C Pam Zhang</td>
<td>Int’l B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## THIS SEASON’S BEST FICTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Island Compromise</td>
<td>Taffy Brodesser-Akner</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witchcraft for Wayward Girls</td>
<td>Grady Hendrix</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Any Other Name</td>
<td>Jodi Picoult</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Night Ends with Fire</td>
<td>K X. Song</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The World After Alice</td>
<td>Lauren Aliza Green</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyone’s Ghost</td>
<td>August Thompson</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navola</td>
<td>Paolo Bacigalupi</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lost Story</td>
<td>Meg Shaffer</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seventh Veil of Salome</td>
<td>Silvia Moreno-Garcia</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Have You Done?</td>
<td>Shari Lapena</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Empusium</td>
<td>Olga Tokarczuk; translated by Antonia Lloyd-Jones</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina’s Matchbox (EXP)</td>
<td>Yoko Ogawa</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banal Nightmare</td>
<td>Halle Butler</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ROMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counting Miracles</td>
<td>Nicholas Sparks</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bull Moon Rising</td>
<td>Ruby Dixon</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Undying: A Dracula Novel</td>
<td>Kiersten White</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The Coming Wave (Export Edition)
Mustafa Suleyman with Michael Bhaskar • Int’l B . . 7

Clear Thinking
Shane Parrish • Int’l B . . 7

---
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## SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buried Deep and Other Stories</td>
<td>Naomi Novik</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Academy for Liars</td>
<td>Alexis Henderson</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Over Bright Heaven</td>
<td>M. L. Wang</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Macbeth</td>
<td>Ava Reid</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MYSTERY & THRILLER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You Will Never Be Me</td>
<td>Jesse Q. Sutanto</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Full Moon Coffee Shop</td>
<td>Mai Mochizuki</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Sea of Unspoken Things</td>
<td>Adrienne Young</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Stoic Path to Wealth</td>
<td>Darius Foroux</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Edge</td>
<td>Nate Silver</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hidden Globe</td>
<td>Atossa Araxia Abrahamian</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, & ENGINEERING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Inner Clock</td>
<td>Lynne Peeples</td>
<td>Int’l C</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP YOUNG ADULT TITLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heir</td>
<td>Sabaa Tahir</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Such Charming Liars</td>
<td>Karen M. McManus</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thirteenth Child</td>
<td>Erin A. Craig</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mirror of Beasts</td>
<td>Alexandra Bracken</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything We Never Had</td>
<td>Randy Ribay</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heist Royale</td>
<td>Kayvion Lewis</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cursed Boys and Broken Hearts</td>
<td>Adam Sass</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Queen’s Game</td>
<td>Katharine Mcgee</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Heart of the World</td>
<td>Amie Kaufman</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fyrebids</td>
<td>Kate J. Armstrong</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpent Sea</td>
<td>Maiya Ibrahim</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Monstrous Kind</td>
<td>Lydia Gregovic</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Girl with No Reflection</td>
<td>Keshe Chow</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Champions</td>
<td>Kara Thomas</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Sister</td>
<td>Megan Davidhiziar</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under the Surface</td>
<td>Diana Urban</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock House</td>
<td>Katie Cotugno</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darkly</td>
<td>Marisha Pessl</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Glass Girl</td>
<td>Kathleen Glasgow</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MIDDLE GRADE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Bletchley Riddle</td>
<td>Ruta Sepetys and Steve Sheinkin</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft: Journey to the Ancient City</td>
<td>Danny Lore</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Lemoncello’s Fantabulous Finale</td>
<td>Chris Grabenstein</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May the Best Player Win</td>
<td>Kyla Zhao</td>
<td>Int’l PB</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Penguin Random House Publisher Services (PRHPS) is committed to providing the highest level of sales and distribution services to independent publishers. We provide unparalleled access to information, new technologies, a leading supply chain, and the benefits and reach of the Penguin Random House sales force.

We are privileged to be working with the following clients:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMBER-ALLEN PUBLISHING</th>
<th>KODANSHA USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMERICA'S TEST KITCHEN</td>
<td>LIBRARY OF AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHIE COMICS</td>
<td>MARVEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTRA PUBLISHING</td>
<td>MELVILLE HOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEACON PRESS</td>
<td>MIT PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENBELLA BOOKS</td>
<td>NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERRETT-KOEHLER</td>
<td>NEW YORK REVIEW BOOKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE STAR</td>
<td>NO STARCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATAPULT</td>
<td>NORTH ATLANTIC BOOKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLESBRIDGE</td>
<td>OTHER PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROOKED LANE BOOKS</td>
<td>PARALLAX PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARK HORSE COMICS</td>
<td>PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE CANADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC COMICS</td>
<td>QUIRK BOOKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISNEY PUBLISHING GROUP</td>
<td>SASQUATCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAGLEMOSS</td>
<td>SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD NIGHT BOOKS</td>
<td>SEVEN STORIES PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATHERLEIGH BOOKS</td>
<td>SHAMBHALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAY HOUSE</td>
<td>SMITHSONIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARST HOME BOOKS</td>
<td>SOHO PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHLIGHTS</td>
<td>SQUARE ENIX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLIDAY HOUSE</td>
<td>STEERFORTH PRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDW PUBLISHING</td>
<td>TIGER TALES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENSINGTON</td>
<td>VICTORY BELT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINGSTON IMPERIAL</td>
<td>WATKINS MEDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KODANSHA COMICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>